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Stamp costs could stick SIU-C 
By John Baldwin 
Staff Writer 
The increase in the cost of 
first-class mail could cost the 
University as much as 
$120,000. Harry D. Wirth. 
director of Service En-
terprises, said. 
However, he said that some 
deImrtments in Ute University 
probably will decrease the 
amount of mail they .;;end, 
which would make the in-
crease less severe. 
Wirth said he has not been 
officially notified of increases 
in other types !If postage and 
could not release information 
about them. He said he should 
receive the information 
Friday. 
The Postal BGard of 
Governors on Tuesday ap-
proved a 14-percent increase 
- from 22 ce.lts to 25 cents -
in the cost of mailing a letter 
first class. After the first 
ounce, the cost of first-class 
mail will rise 16 percent, from 
17 cents an ounce to 20 cents an 
ounce. Tha last time postal 
rates increased was in 
February 1935. 
Wirth based the $i20,OOO 
Rhoades'--
may be 
coach 
By Dana DeBeaurnont 
and Troy Taylor 
Staff Writers 
Troy State University football coach 
Rick Rhoades is the apparent choice to 
be !.>IU-C's new head foothall coach. The 
announcement is expected at a news 
co~~:~: a~!u~dm~~~. reached for 
comment at his home in Troy, Ala., but 
sources in the SlU-C athletics depart-
ment confirmed the appointment 
Wednesday night. 
None of the other five candidates is 
expected to attend the news conference 
today in the Student Center video 
lounge, fourt. ... floor. 
Dave Roberts, head football coach at 
the Western Kentucky University in 
Bowling Green, said he withdrew his 
candid2cy Tuesday. 
Roberts said Rhoades Nould be an 
excellent choice. Rhoades has a 28-7-1 
record at Troy State in t: .. ee years. 
Larry McDanieL SIU-C's interim head 
football coach, declined comment but 
said he would not be present at the news 
conference. 
D~l Miller, of the University of Iowa, 
confirmed he was not selected for the 
job. 
A woman who answered tl:~ ht)me 
phone of Bruce Craddock, head coa,,; at 
Western Illinois University, !;aid 
Craddock would be in his office in 
Macomb today. 
fig·.:..-e on a 1f-perc~!Dl cost 
increase because "we get quite 
a sub:;tantial ar.:Dunt of mail 
that is over one ounce," be 
said. 
Wirth said the University 
spends about $800,000 a year on 
first-class mail and about $1.1 
million overall on mail. He 
s~id the biggest users of mail 
were the bursar's office, ad-
missions and records, 
disbursements, housing and 
Morris Library. 
Shidey Lillard-Maine, 
assistant director for 
management in admissions 
Jogging juniors 
and records, has taken 
measures to decrease postage 
costs, such as mailing the 
spring class schedules with the 
fall report cards. She said this 
method did not work as well in 
S!lring because many students 
have not registered by the time 
report cards are issued. 
Gus BoJe 
"So many of our things we 
just can't do anything about," 
she said. "We'U be lOoking at 
anything the post office offers" 
to save money. Gus oy. you can tell the rans government runs the Poat 
Office - the worse It get. the 
more It costs. 
Wirth said postage 
S .. INCREASE, Page 8 
S .. " Photo by Peny A. Smith 
House 
passes 
budget 
WASHINGTON <uPl) 
The House, moving with 
unaccustomed cooperation, 
approved Wednesday a $1.1 
trillion fiscal 1989 budget 
aimed at cutting the federal 
deficit and matching 
guidelines already negotiated 
with President Reagan. 
The resolution, passed 319-
102, is a Ho\lStl Budget Com-
mittee rewrite of Reagan's 
fiscal 1989 spending plan, 
submitted to Congress last 
month.. Many basic items are 
the same in both proposals; 
differences occur yrimarily in 
the disbibution 0 money for 
certain domestic accounts. 
Supporters say both 
measures surpass 
~ents of the balanced-
bUdget law, which calls for the 
federal deficit to be cut to $136 
billion for the government's 
fiscal year that begins Oct. 1. 
The committee calculates 
that its plan would shrink the 
deficit to $134 billion; Reagan 
says his plan would place the 
deficit just below $130 billion. 
Op~ts have questioned the 
legitimacy of both sets of 
calculations. 
The House proposal - the 
first in the committee's 14-
year histc?? to be endorsed 
without objection - "shows 
the budget process can work," 
said Chairman William Gray, 
D-Pa. 
Tom Lichtenberg, an assistant coach 
at Ohio State, could not be reached, but 
sources earlier had said he was not 
among the final three candidates. 
Former SIU-C head coach Ray Dorr 
resigned Feb. 25 to acc~pt an assistant 
coaching job at the University of 
Southern California. 
Ed Fitzgerald (left), junior In advanced 
technical studies and Ken White, 
Junior In cinema and photography run 
on Wednesday morning at the 
Recr_tlon Center to prepare for 
ROTC advance camp this summer. 
Democrats and Republicans 
carried what the committee's 
ranking Republican, Delbert 
Latta of Ohio, called their 
"unprecedented bipar-
tisanship" to the House floor. 
On the fmal vote, 92 of the 
House's 177 Republicans and 
rn of 256 Democrats joined in 
support of the plan. 
r This ~lorning 
CommerCializing 
WIDB uncertain 
- Page 8 
I Deadline nears I for track completion 
. - Sports 20 I Ch.~ 01 ~I •• m_Id_7_o_," __ ..J 
Law students to aid Cubans 
Refugees want freedom U.S. style 
By Katherine M. Lober 
Stl'tjent Writer 
Eight law studenl-O from the 
local chapter of tile National 
Lawyers Guild will represent 
Cuban detainees at depor-
tation hearings at the Marion 
Federal Penitentiary in April. 
The students will represent 
30 to 35 Cuban refugees being 
held at Marion, Katherine 
Black, student coordinator of 
the project, said. 
The hearings are tentatively 
set to begin April 6, Black said. 
More students are expected to 
join the case after the group 
hilS a clearer picture of the 
inmates' needs, she said. 
The Cubans were sent to 
Marion after rioting inmates 
destroyed the Atlanta Federal 
Penitentiary, one oi two 
detention centers for Cuban 
refugees, Black said. 
The inmates rioted after 
they were threatened with 
deportation to Cuba. Many of 
the Cuban refugees have 
criminal records, and the 
Reagan administration con-
tends they are not legitimate 
political refugees. 
Tbe hearings are part of a 
nationwide campaign known 
as Project Due Process. 
The Project Due Process 
S .. STUDENTS, Page 8 
Only a handful objected to 
the budget committee's 
package. 
"I still think it is too much 
increased spending over the 
current fiscal year and I see no 
reason to allow that increase, " 
said Rep. Denny Smith, R-Ore. 
Rep. George Gekas, R-Pa., 
complained that the budget 
committee's package was 
developed using "false or 
hoped-for E'Conomic assump-
tions that may not be the 
case." 
White House budget director 
S .. BUDGET, Page 7 
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Broccoli Beef Lunch Special 
Soup.Eggroll.Fried Rice $ 2 95 
Kegger Party 
FREE BEER 
Matilda Bay 
Cooler 75¢ 
$3 cover 
must be 
21 
to enter. 
.,.,1N WASHINGTON 529-3808 
•• 6 ••••• _~ea ••••• ~~ •••• ~~.--.-•••••••••••••••• 
't~~~;~5fi~ 
.Rugged, Tough :r4IrJ;r, 
Construction , 
·Longlife and ~. • 
Reliable Power i.(~.1t 
·'2ond6voll . --<.;: 
availabla ~ 
12 volt SIZES TO FIT MOST 
'1690 MOTORCYCLE MAKES 
6 VOLT SIZES FROM 
$7.50 
;i.BATTERY .SUPPLY 
In Murphysboro take 127 North 10 
Industrial Park Rd. (across from 
McDonald's). Turn la'i at first stop 
sign. Then left again to Aslac:ated 
Battery Supply. 
Call 687·3344 
~********************************************w****** 
als PROFESSionAL COMEDY~ 
presents ~ 
*' Dea Staley : 
tJight 
'One Funny Lady' 
with 
Bill Hutson 
Chicago, II 
Shows 
Wed. 8:30 
Thur.8:30 
Fri 8:00 & Hi:JO 
Sat. 8:30 
*' 
*' • 
• 
• 
*' 
*' 
*' 
*' 
*' 
*' • eGlveaway. : 
• -DrInk Specla'. *' 
• BG's 1620W.Main 549-1942: ~ .................................................... . 
Modular Knill are sol1. supple 
knil ;eparales 10 mix. match 
and layer: a wardrobe· 
building syslem where 
everylhing worlu logelhel. 
For day. For nighl. This 
season and nexl. (aretree 
collon/polyesler in liles 
~.M.L lor a tabu\ous fil. 
And al10rdably priced. 
Buy 1 item at 
regular price and 
buy 2nd for 
1 Z~ r"thie~ 
-
VISA 
. 
702 S. illinois 
Mon-Sat 9:30-6pm 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Newswrap 
world/nation 
u.s., Iran condemn Iraq 
for alleged village attack 
MANAMA, Bahrain (uPH - The United States, tt.e Red Cross 
and Iran condemned Iraq Wednesday for allegedly carrying out 
a blistering poison gas attack last week on a Kurdish border 
village where Iran said as many as 5,000 people were killed. Iraq 
promptly denied it had launched the chemical warfare strike at 
its own village of Halabja, which had been occupied by Iranian 
troops, and accused Iran of carrying out the bombing. 
Bank wants to relieve pressure on Noriega 
PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPO - The ~ational Bank of 
Panama is negotiating with private foreign banks to provide $20 
million in cash to relieve some of the U.s. and domestic pressure 
on Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega to resign, banking and 
diplomatic sources said Wednesday. If the foreign bank transfer 
is completed quickly, it would circumvent a U.S. freeze on 
Panamanian funds deposited in the American banks and 
possibly pacify some government workers who have joined a 
nationwide general strike this week. 
Austria to pay reparations to Nazis' victims 
VIENNA (UP!) - Austria agreed to pay reparations to vic-
tims of the Nazis for the first time Wednesday as Parliament 
voted to provide $6.5 million despite objections that the figure is 
too low and represents "an insult." The law approved by a vote 
of 176-7 provides for one-time payments of between $175 and $400 
to more than 16,000 victims and the families of those who died as 
a result of persecution . 
Israeli parliament legalizes homosexuality 
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Homosexuality is now legal in the land 
of Sodom and Gomorrah. Israel s parliament, the Knesset, 
Tuesday repealed an Israeli law dating back to British Mandate-
era Palestine that had declared as illegal sex between con-
senting adults of the same gender. The 120-member body 
legalized homooexuality in adopting a package of sex and sex-
crime laws, which included harsher sentences for rapists, 
Knesset spokeswoman Sarah Yitzhaki said Wednesday. 
Helms continues his objections of INF treaty 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee soundly rejected four "killer amendments" to the 
INF treaty Wednesday and, after a brief stall by Sen. Jesse 
Helms, decided the historic pact will get a final committee vote 
March 29. None of the amendments drew more than three votes, 
all Republican, and although Helms opted to drop most of the 36 
he had planned, he still intends to press many of his treaty ob-jections on the floor. 
u.s. and Soviets set next summit for Moscow 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - U.S. and Soviet negotiators achieved 
enough progress in talks this week to agree Wednesday on a 
Memorial Day summit in Moscow between President Reagan 
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. With Soviet Foreign 
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze at his side in the Rose Garden, 
r:~n rc!::n~~~:ceto ~~t ~:clt~r:.m U~:S ~~ui':s~ 
meeting, Dec. 8-10 in Washington, the two leaders will not likely 
have an arms control agreement to sign. 
Reagan revokes trade privileges for Panama 
WASHINGTON <UF'I) - President Reagan formally revoked 
an estimated $2 million a year in trade privileges for Panama 
Wednesday as part of the economic pressure the United States is 
exerting on Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega. Reagan signed an 
executive order denying Panama reduced tariffs and other 
benefits that bad been available under the General System of 
Preferences and the Caribbean Basin Initiative. 
O()'lor gives students chance to aHendcoliege 
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Thirty-seven fifth graders and their 
parents learned Wednesday an anonymous donor to the "I Have 
a Dream" Foundation is making it possible for them to attend 
college if they graduate from high school. The surprise an-
nouncement came during a meeting with students, parents and 
foundation officials at Clay Elementary School, a racially mixed 
school on the city's north side. Most of the children did not ap-
pear to understand when it was announced the fifth graders had 
been selected for the program, but their parents gasped and 
applauded, and several brushed away tears. 
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Fiddlin' SIaH Photo by Roger Hart 
Cathy Cho, a student from Ca.ey Junior High, plays the 
violin In the telent show for Bete Club Junior high school 
students at the Student Center on Wednesday. 
Group: High schoolers will 
not miss out on Halloween 
By Dana Deaeaumont 
Staff Writer 
The Halloween Core Com-
mittee's plan to stop high 
school students from 
celebrating Halloween in 
Carbondale by sending 
speakers to the schools won't 
work, members of the com-
mitt~'s safety subcommittee 
said Wednesday. 
p:b~f:es:!~:~t~:: S~ud~~~ 
Society of America, which is 
the group coordinating the 
safety drive, said they 
distributed questionnaires and 
interviewed 51 seniors at 
Anna-Jonesboro High School 
on whether speakers would 
influence them to stay out of 
carbondale during Halloween 
weekend. 
Sending speakers to schools 
would be useless because 
Halloween in carbondale is 
high school students' v".rsion 
of Spring Break, Ed Buerger, 
safety drive chairman, said. 
The Halloween Core Com-
mittee met at EI Greco 
Restaurant Wednesday 
morning. 
Ed Kipp, a coordinator of the 
safety effort for PRSSA, said 
Many high school 
students ha ve 
celebrated Halloween 
in Carbondale in the 
past and will continue 
to no matter what 
people tell them. 
many high s('hool students 
have celebrated Halloween in 
carbondale in the past and will 
continue to no matter what 
people tell them. 
"More than half of high 
school seniors have been to 
Halloween (in Carbondale) at 
least once," Kipp said. "They 
say, 'We know we're underage, 
but we're very careful. We get 
alcohol elsewhere and bring it 
in.' Some drink it (the alcohol) 
before they get here." 
Kathy Lober, a PRSSA 
safety drive coordinator, said 
all 51 students surveyed told 
~em not to waste time sending 
speakers because spending 
"Halloween (in Carbondale) 
was the thing to do. " 
Students, however, did say 
they think twice about coming 
to Carbondale when they see a 
roadblock, Looor said. 
Trish Richey, safety cam-
paign chairwoman, suggested 
films on safety and drunk 
driving be shown at the schools 
without mentioning 
Halloween. The committee 
doesn't want to promote the 
celebration, she said. 
Committee members agreed 
that high school principals and 
chapters of Students Against 
Drunk Driving and Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving 
probably will be contacted for 
help on the campaign. 
A Carbondale city attoney's 
report of underage drinking 
violations during Halloween 
weekend was presented, but 
Police Chief Ed Hogan said the 
report wasn't an accurate 
reflection of violations. 
Approximately 12 people 
who were under 17 years old 
were referred to their parents 
instead of being sent to court, 
Hogan said. 
The report indicated that 
most towns, with the exception 
of carbondale and Skokie, 
were represented with only 
one underage drinking 
violation each. 
Association report echoes American thinking 
By Dana Deaeaumont 
Staff Writer 
Southern nlinoisans call be 
part of a project that tilay 
influence the American 
agenda for the United Nations, 
Thomas Saville, president of 
the Southern Illinois Chapter 
of the United Nations 
Association of the USA, said: ~. 
examine American foreign evaluated and summarized by 
policy, make suggestions on the UN Associations national 
the policy ·and present organization and then they will 
recommendations to the new ~ published, Saville said. The 
administration and to findings of each study }lanel 
Congress. also will be published in an 
World Court, conflict 
resolution and UN 
management and decision-
making. 
Saville said he wants to 
organize a panel by mid-April. 
lie said April and May will be 
the main months for research 
because many students and 
faculty will be gone for the 
summer. 
of the study said. 
"It takes time to get a grasp 
on the subject," Lesar said. 
The UN Association is 
closely related to the 
University, but open to the 
community, Saville said. "The report says this is what abstract and distributed to the 
people in America are otherpanels,hesaid. The UN Association, in the 
past, has influenced decisions 
in government, Lesar said. 
When funds to the United 
Nations were cut, the UN 
Association released a 
statement protesting the cuts 
and funds were restored, 
Lesarsaid. 
Saville, conference coor-
dinato~ for international 
programs and services, said 
UN Association chapters 
across the country will 
saying," Saville said. "It's not The study, entitled "A 
just what people in a think Stronger Hand: Shaping an 
tank in california think, but . American Agenda for a more 
what the people in Carbondale, Effective United Nations," 
th~ peo." pie across the country will examine arms control and 
think. " disarmament, human rights, 
The reports of study panels health, the environment, drug 
across the country will be abuse, labor and trade, the 
Anyone who can devote 30 to 
40 hours to research and 
discuss foreign relations is 
welcome to participate in the 
study, Hiram Lesar, chairman 
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Opinion & Commentary 
Relegate football 
to lower division 
AS IT SEARCHES for a new head footbc:l1 coach, the 
University should re-evaluate the directiOl. vf Saluki 
sports and stop putting so much emphasis on football. 
Football has hurt the quality of SIU-C's s«H:alled minor 
sports by forcing drastic budget cuts over the past decade. 
In addition, the University spends altogether too much 
money on things other than academics. SIU-C must return 
to educating students. 
The football team does nothing but cost the University 
money. The team should be dropped from NCAA Division 
I-M to Division III, where football costs a lot less. In 
Division III, no athletic scholarships are allowed and most 
schools have no more than three or four coaches. 
For fiscal year 1989, $215,000 is budgeted for football 
scholarships alone. Combine that with the salaries of eight 
football coaches, which total about $200,000, and it 
becomes clear that well over $300,000 could be saved by 
dropping to Division III. Allowing f"r reduced ticket 
revenues and the loss of SIU-C's yearly "money game" 
against a bigger school, the net savings probably Would be 
around $100,000. 
DROPPING TO DIVISION III undoubt~y would cause 
quite a bit of protest among Saluki football fans. But the 
University must realize what its strengths are and nurture 
them. Football is not one of SIU-C's strengths. 
Granted, SIU-C won the Division I-AA national cham-
pionship in 1983. But since then the Salukis have been 
anything but a powerhouse. One year of glory does not 
justify the financial drain on the sports in which the 
University traditionally does well - namely, track and 
field, baseball, gymnastics, basketball and swimming. 
More recently, the entire women's sports program has 
thrived, but its future success depends on the eliminatio!l 
of the high cost of football. 
It is typical of SIU-C to avoid making hard choices as to 
which thlngs the University W8'lts to do well, and which 
things must be eliminated to make this possible. In 
athletics as well as academics, SIU-C gradually has cut 
every program until the ones that once were great now are 
mediocre, as are the newer programs. 
IT SEEMS RATHER silly for a university that is in such 
dire financial straits for its academic programs b> be 
pouring so much money into something that has absolutely 
nothing to do with academics. 
The primary mission of SIU-C is to educate and in-
tercollegiate athletics can be an important part of a 
student's education. But collegiate sports have outgrown 
their role and now are viewed by many as being more 
important than academics. This is ridiculous. 
In short, college sports have gone bad. But SIU-C has a 
chance to counteract the damage big-time sports do to the 
real function of the University. By dropping to Division III 
football, SIU-C would show its commitment to academics 
and, at the same time, would allow its minor sports to 
return to the top of the heap. 
So, instead of hiring a new football coach at $50,000 a 
year or more, let's take that money and give it to Morris 
Library. Then let's give the rest of the coaches and the 
players the option to stay and compete at Division III or to 
seek their fortunes elsewhere. It wouldn't be easy to do, 
but if SIU-C is serious about its academic mission, it is 
necessary. 
Quotable Quotes 
"We've got a lot of \'Iork left before this old cowboy climbs up on 
his horse and rides into the sunset. " President Reagan, speaking 
to House Republicans. 
Doonesbury 
t.t:RP Z(}NI(f;R, AS YWU£U. 
K/JOII/, I iJeLJ&VE THAT 
NOBILITY /.JX}!"'6 AF7l3R f75 f WN. MY HOIJ5I3 a//ll A/..-
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Letters 
Motorist irked at foolish joggers 
recommends more common sense 
As spring approaches and 
temperatures rise, so does the 
number of bicyclists and 
joggers on Chautauqua and 
west Pleasant Hill Roads. 
These people obviously have 
been attracted to these roads 
by their challenging hills and 
long, steep grades. However, 
many of these athletic in-
dividuals apparently have 
forgotten the real purpose of 
the roads and believe they are 
bike and jogging pa ths. 
I have traveled these roads 
daily for two years and have 
had countless near misses with joggers and bicyclists who 
were in the middle of the right 
lane. There also have been 
many irritating situations 
when I have been stuck behind 
a pack of joggers or bicyclists 
and, as traffic stacked up, the 
athletes lefll~ed to move into 
single f;je. In one such 
situa •. o)n, a group learned this 
W8& not a fair fight as a pickup 
truck ahead of me shoved 
three of them into a ditch after 
following them for two slow 
miles. 
While topping a hill recently, 
it was nearly impossible for 
me to stop or safely swerve to 
miss a jogger as a school bus 
approached. This jogger was 
running down the middle of my 
lane, and, only after I honked 
and locked my brakes, jumJ)ed 
into the ditch for safety. When 
I stopped to make sure he was 
not hurt, I was attacked with a 
shower of rocks and ob-
scenities. 
I am certain that even 
rabbits and opossums, with 
their limited intelligence, do 
not blame the driver when they 
find themselves in similar 
situations. They either learn 
they should not run down the 
middle of the highway 
or ... well, we've all seen dead 
bunnies. 
Many people driving on 
these and other roads are more 
fed up than myself and look at 
hitting careless joggers and 
bicyclists as a ga:ne. You 
know the one: depending on 
the mass, targets can be worth 
anywhere between 10 and 1000 
points. This point system also 
is commonly used around 
campus, as Pedestrians avoid 
crosswlliks and jaywalk 
believing the approaching cars 
will stop. 
I am not writing this to be a 
smart aleck or to infuriate 
people who are serious about 
maintaining good health. I am 
sure there are many joggers 
and bicyclists who follow 
safety rules only to be 
harassed by incompetent 
drivers. This lettt'r is not to 
them. 
I am seriously concerned 
that as long as a few joggers 
and bicylists believe they 
should have control of the 
road, someone is going to be 
hurt and I don't want to be 
involved. I am not a sadist or a 
masochist, but if and when the 
time comes again that I have 
to choose between a head-on 
collision with a school bus or 
splatting some idiot running 
down the middle of my lane, I 
bet I get at least 750 points. -
Melodye Jamison, senior, 
advanced technical studies 
and computer information 
processing 
'Ironweed' review misses mark 
Unselfishly, I stride forth to 
rescue those sane people who 
might read Phyllis Coon's 
review of "Ironweed" and, as 
a result, miss a very good 
movie. 
I fear for the innocent victim 
who, giving the review a 
cursory read, accidentlly 
makes the following sentence 
mean something: "The movie 
and the novel are full of drunks 
and dirt, but the movie takes 
away from the reader's 
imagination." The movie 
taketh away the description, 
but it giveth back the image. 
So what? 
Contrary to what Coon's 
wrote, "Ironweed" does not 
reveal the "hypocrisy" of 
those who would help bums; it 
illustrated the futility of such 
an endeavor even as it shows 
that some people neither 
practice nor share middle-
class values. Is that so bad to 
know? 
I'm not surprised that Coon 
thinks the "movie goes by too 
fast for true understanding," 
but I doubt if anyone e1Se 
agrees. One need not be .. 
college professor - and I'm not 
- to have a fair understanding 
of what is going on in "Iron-
weed." 
One point remains in-
controvertible: author William 
Kennedy and those who made 
the movie will be astounded 
and deeply disappointed to 
learn tha. their alDl was to 
make Francis and Helen into 
"special bums." Moreover, 
they'll be damned glad they 
failed. - Dan Seiters, civil 
service 
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Viewpoint 
Rev. Jed Smock will be missed 
by those who appreciate diversity 
By Toby Eckert 
::italfWriler 
As I was walking near the 
free forum area a few weeks 
ago, enjoying the first hints of 
spring, I wondered how long it 
would bt, before the Rev. Jed 
Smock would once again bring 
his hell-fire-and-brimstone 
ravings to campus. I recalled 
how strange it was my first 
year here to walk un-
suspectingly across the 
overpass that connects the 
residence halls to campus and 
suddenly be accosted by a total 
stranger, admonishing me to 
watch my soul in this den of 
iniquity. 
I also recalled the walk back 
to the dorms in the afternoon. 
By this time a group of 
students had gathered around 
the indefatigable preacher. 
The group sucked in an ever 
increasing number of passers-
by - its pull was irresistable. 
The air was thick with 
skepticism and more than a 
little fear and uncertainty. 
Students taunted Jed as he 
singled them out for a moral 
flailing. His body would 
gyrate, filled, I suppose, with 
whatever energy he derived 
from his beliefs. His ac-
cusatory finger would make a 
broad circle singling out the 
"unholy" among the crowd-· 
a woman in a mini-skirt, a 
long-haired young man in a 
Van Halen T-shirt. 
As it turns out, my musings 
that day were fortuitous. A 
letter from an alumnus 
awaited me in my mailbox at 
the news room. Tucked inside 
the letter was an article about 
Jed from the Columbus (Ohio) 
Dispatch. I gave the story to a 
reporter and told him to track 
down fro ~ evangelist. 
ca~:e~l ~S~d~!d=~ 
trade preaching for teaching. 
Although I was generally 
affronted by Jed's uncouth 
tactics and seeming in-
tolerance, I also was a bit 
melancholy about the prospect 
of never hearing his ravings 
again. It seemed that yet 
another person who had helped 
to make SW-C an interesting, 
offbeat place had faded into 
oblivion, opting for the quiet 
life. 
Like so many things now 
gone from Carbonddfe, Jed 
was an anomaly. He came into 
the midst of what for him was 
the belly of the Beast and tried 
with all his might to sway a 
few souls to his brand of 
redemption - without a 
television camera, a choir or a 
million-dollar budget. 
Jed brought out the best and 
the worst in the University 
community. In a few people he 
no doubt provoked thought and 
reflection, which are always 
good, no matter what 
stimulates them. He made 
some of us laugh, and prOVlQed 
more than a few stories on a 
slow news day. 
But Jed had a way of 
bringing out the ugly side of us 
as well. Like other animals, 
human beings, when cornered, 
strike out in fear for their 
survival. Jed challenged our 
beliefs and we responded with 
sneers and showers of shaving 
cream. Our intolerance made 
a mockery of the free forum 
area. 
Now that Jed is gone, spring 
once again will be tranquil. 
The quiet, well-mannered 
Menonnites - if they show --
present little challenge to the 
majority of us who are 
straightjacketed by our 
beliefs. 
It's too bad. People like Jed 
fulfilled a function that 
colleges and universities 
abandoned long ago -
challenging us to challenge our 
beliefs, to question the status 
quo. 
No matter that Jed's 
message was Christian. It 
might just as well have been 
atheist. What's important is 
that his message was heard, so 
that it could stimulate more 
thought than the stale 
pabulum that so often is served 
to us dressed as a coLege 
education. 
Pedestrians who block bikers' way 
may experience the taste of tire 
By Curtis Winston 
Staff Writer 
Pedestrians beware. 
The rogue bicyclist has been 
stepping up his efforts to put 
bike tire tracks on the backs of 
pedestrians in the "bike only" 
zones. 
Cycling life is bad enough 
with the Saluki Patrol making 
life miserable for campus 
bicyclists, but the pedestrians 
- with their omnipotent right 
of way - make things un-
bearable by hogging the 
sidewalks and bike paths. 
Riding a bike is a great mode 
of transportation. It's quicker 
than walking, more aerobic 
and just as stress-relieving, 
plus you don't have to vulture 
for a space at the bike rack. 
But these positive aspects 
are dashed by ignorant 
pedestrians who can't lnake up 
their minds about which way 
they are going. 
Eefters 
Now, the overpasses get 
pretty crowded in between 
classes, so it's OK if a few 
pedestrians spill over into the 
bike lanes. 
But when pedestrians think 
they must walk in the bike 
Nmes, bicyclists must practice 
strategic cycling. l_erds of 
pedestrians mu.st be 
penetrated by rapidly locating 
successive holes and gaps. 
pejestrians don't trust the 
bicyclists, though. \\ iten they 
see a bicycle coming they 
freeze in their tracks, probably 
out 01 fear. By halting their 
progress, they have ruined 
carefully tJlanned strategies, 
and they end up in the way. If 
they would keep moving, 
everything would be fine. 
Even worse is the pedestrian 
who tries to guess the 
bicyclist's next move by 
Sidestepping left and right. 
If pedestrians would keep a 
straight and narrow path, 
there wouldn't be anyone 
getting burt. Cyclists and 
pedestrians could travel in 
harmony, even in the Faner 
breezeway and the paths of 
Thompson Woods. 
The Saluki Patrol should 
issue tickets to P.edestrians for 
walking in the bike lanes on the 
overpass. That would be 
justice. 
Idiots who blatanUy walk in 
the bike lanes, even when the 
pedestrian path isn't crowded, 
stress me out. They are just 
asking to be introduced to the 
taste of bike tire. 
If our cops-in-training won't 
enforce the law and bring 
justice to these rogue 
pedestrians, I may have to 
take the law into my own 
handlebars. 
Smock may be on his way to the big time 
Is it possible that we are 
seeing the evolution of Jed 
Smock from a two-bit 
evangelist to a television 
mega-minister? Smock has 
put in his public relations time, 
exalting condemnation of 
those he doesn't see fit. Maybe 
~~ ~re~~s= a:i: ~ 
own BOO number. 
Evangelists are similar in 
that they each preach their 
own interpretation of the same 
book, each one has a ranking 
svstem for his or her concept 
of sin and each one believes 
that be lli one ::.Lep closer Lo 
enlightment than the rest of us. 
One could create a classic 
psychological profile that the 
majority of eelf-proclaimed 
evangelists neaUy fit into. The 
profile would be similar to that 
of a megalomaniac. The sad 
thing is that many of these 
pharisaical madmen are abie 
to snake charm people who 
have feelings of guilt, in-
security and loneliness. The 
folbwers become close-
minded and tend to see the 
world through the eyes of the 
evangelists' limited points of 
view. 
"Let them think y(,u:'ve 
grabbed them by the soul and 
their minds and pocketbooks 
will follow." 
Never hesitate to see 
through people like Smock, 
and don't feel guilty abo'Jt 
doing it. They gain power by 
suppressing the truth and 
misleading the innocent. 
Evangelists .:;u,h as Jed 
Smock offer humanity a heavy 
burden to carry instead of a 
guiding light.-James A. Wolf, 
junior, aviation management 
DON'T PAY RENTI 
Come to Alligator Storage for all 
your summer storage needs. 
RATES BEGIN AT $12.501 
Featuring: 
-Computerized Access -Individual Alarms 
-Insurance Available -Many Different Sizes 
CALL TODAY FOR SUMMER RESfRVA TlONS 
Gyros, C~icken in a Pita, 
Homemade Mushrooms 
& Onion rings. 
Good Food 
that' 5 Good for You! 
Import Special 
Jl'irj;,I-"§i-,t-4"miili<"~ . 11-9 Red Barrel 
or orono S 1.25 Moosehead. 
ny Mixed Drink of 
Your Choice 
Coming Sunday April 24th 
BIG TWIST and 
The Mellow Fellows 
STUDENTS, from Page 1-
Committee reported that the 
U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service is 
holding more than 3,800 Cuban 
refugfleS in detention. The 
detainees arrived with the 
125,000 Cubans that entered 
the country during the 19110 
boatlift. 
The refugets were subjected 
to strict screening processes 
upon their arrival because of 
rumors that Fidel Castro had 
emptied his jails and mental 
hospitals prior to the boatlift. 
Nonto of the refugees had 
proper entry papers and were 
classified as "excludable 
aliens." 
"Many of thelle Cubans are 
being held for committing a 
relatively minor crime in Cuba 
and admitting it when they got 
to the United States, or 
committing some minor in-
fraction in the states like a 
traffic violation, " Black said. 
The law stu<ients have not 
been gw.ranteed access to filt.S 
or even a chance to speak with 
the detainees, Black said. A 15-
minute interview with the 
detainees through an in-
terpreter probably will be 
Police Blotter 
A burglar stole property 
valued at $770 from the 
residence of a University 
student at 401 E. College St. 
during spring break. Car-
bondale police said. 
A microwave oven, portable 
television, motorcycle helmet 
and clothes belonging to 
Lonnie Austin Jr., 18, were 
stolen. Police have DO 
suspects. 
A burglar stole a graphic 
equalizer and a case con-
taining 50 cassette tapes from 
a Urtiversity student's car 
between 10 p.m. Tuesday and 8 
a.m. Wednesday, Carbondale 
police said. The stolen 
Telefund 
short of goal 
The WSIU telefund fell 
$41,000 shori \iI its goal, but 
raised $159,000 over 17 days. 
"Our goal was half of our 
programming budget," Vicky 
Freund, acting development 
director, said. "It was a big 
try, but that is what we set it 
at." 
With the money the te1efund 
raised, Freund said, the 
station will be able to keep its 
present programming budget. 
hit was a very good telefund," 
she said. "We came very close 
to our goal. We got a lot of new 
members." 
Although the telefund has 
ended, Freund said, "People 
are more than welcome to 
donate any time cf year. " 
Donations can be made by 
contacting the development 
office at 549-9748. 
Clarification 
It was incorrectly reported 
in Tuesday's edition of the 
Daily Egyptian that there 
would be no future funding for 
the Illinois Home Energy 
Assistance Program. 
While funds for IHEAP have 
run out for this year, funds are 
likely to become available in 
conducted before the hearings, 
she said. 
There will be n<l "'ppn;ng 
statements or cruss 
examinations, Black added, 
just closing statements from 
the Cubans' representatives. 
A major problem, Black 
said, is that even if the board 
grants release, each detainee 
must have a sponsor that will 
help him or her find shelter, 
work and other necessities. 
Few citizens are sympathetic 
to aliens, she added. 
Some refugee advocates 
have had an 8O-percent success 
rate in getting release granted. 
said Black, but many Cubans 
are still being held until 
sponsors can be obtained. 
The idea of participating in 
the project was brought to the 
chapter by Carbondale lawyer 
Donna H. Kolb, who also is a 
member of the National 
Lawyers Guild. 
A group that has par-
ticipated in the project in 
Atlanta will be training and 
keeping in touch with the law 
students, Black said. 
property, valued at $545, 
belonged to Donald 
Schoemaker, 24, of 319 N. 
Illinois Ave. The burglary 
occurred while the car was 
parked at his residence. Police 
have no suspects. 
A Chicago man was charged 
with damage to state property 
and underage possession of 
alcohol after student resident 
advisers found him climbing 
through a window he had 
allegedly broken at Allen III 
Tuesday, University police 
said. 
Thomas J. McInerney, 19, 
was arrested and taken to 
Jackson County Jail to await a 
Correction 
The DE incorrectly 
stated the location of the 
motorcycle riding 
c(;urses in Tuesday's 
edition. The location for 
the first part of the 
course is at the Physical 
Plant Complex. Tbe 
session times are from 
5:30 to 8:30 Friday and 
from and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. To 
register, call the 
Motorcycle Rider 
Program at 453-2877. 
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INCREASE, 
from Page 1--
under the contractual 
services part of the 
budget, which also in-
cludes repairs of office 
equipment, duplicating 
and other services. He 
said money within that 
budget area could be 
reallocated by each 
department if necessary. 
Lilla'd-Maine said 
admissions and I ecords 
has been using bulk rate 
mail more often to save 
money. 
But she said it takes 
more of the workers' 
time to sort bulk rate 
mail, which offsets the 
savings in postage. 
Wirth said a meeting 
between the post office 
and the University's 
biggest users of postage 
to discuss ways to work 
with the increase bas 
been scheduled for 
March 31. 
court appearance, police said. 
McInerney allegedly was 
trying to enter a friend's room 
at the dormitory after finding 
the outer doors locked, police 
said. Police reports said the 
suspect had been drinking. 
A DuQuoin man was 
arrested and charged with 
punching out a window at the 
Saluki Gifts and More store, 
200 W. Freeman St., early 
Wednesday morning, Car-
Pondale police said. 
Charles A. Voile, 23, of 
DuQuoin, was treated and 
taken to Jackson County Jail, 
police said. Damage was 
estimated at over $300. 
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Squeaky clean 
Sabron Spiva, senior In Computer In- the werm weather by washing his car on 
formation Processing, takes advantage of East Freeman streat Wednesday afternoon. 
u.s. involvement in Honduras 
defended,soldiers to come home 
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras 
(uPI) - The Honduran 
government defended itself 
Wednesday against growing 
criticism it illegally invited 
U.S. troops into Honduras, and 
the Pentagon said U.S. soldiers 
would be withdrawn on 
schedule, starting Monday. 
A U.S. defense official said 
the Pentagon wouJd stick to its 
original plan and bring the 
U.S. troops home Monday 
from the Central American 
republic where they were sent 
by President Reagan who cited 
a caU for help from Honduras 
because of an incursion of 
Nicaraguan soldiers. 
BUDGET, 
from Page 1--
James Miller raised similar 
questions in a letter sent 
Tuesday to Gray, citing 
reports that the committee 
plan may exceed the 
previously negotiated levels 
for domestic spending. 
GralC denied those reports 
and defer. jed the comm!ttee's 
calculations, saying they 
adhered to spending levels 
negotk.ted last year by the 
White House and 
congressional leaders and 
were developed using the most 
recent economic assumptions. 
Under the committee plan, 
military spe.."'Cling authority 
would be set at $299.5 billion in 
fiscal 1989. Another $169.2 
billion would be designated for 
domestic discretionary 
spending. Both figures were 
established in last faU's 
agreement with the White 
House, fashioned under the 
pressure of the Black Monday 
stock marketcoUapse Oct. 17. 
The measure includes no 
new taxes, aside from the $14 
billion prescribed in the 
second-phase of the two-year 
tax package included in the 
White House-Congress 
agreement. 
Other sections would grant 
increases large enoueh to 
compensate for inflation in 
programs to assist low-income 
families, hire more air traffic 
controllers and provide bigger 
increases for programs to aid 
education, the homeless and 
AIDS research and to fight 
drug abuse. 
The a,200 soldiers, most of 
them in their seventh day in 
Honduras, conducted combat 
training exercises alongside 
Honduran troops in rugged 
terrain at four different 
locations in the southern part 
of the country. 
In a speech before Congress, 
Foreign Minster Carlos Lopez 
Contreras defended the U.S. 
presence, saying the American 
soldiers "came here to protect 
us from a foreign inVasIon into 
national territory." 
Reports of Sandinista 
soldiers crossing into Hon-
c!uras in pursuit of U.S.-backed 
Contra rebels triggered 
Reagan's decision. Managua 
has since pulled its troops 
back. 
In Congress Tuesday night, 
Liberal Party deputies and the 
small left-of-center Christian 
Democratic Party demanded 
the immediate withdrawal of 
all U.S. troops from HondUras, 
including the 3,500 stationed 
there before the airlift last 
week. 
The conservative National 
Party. as well as much of the 
Honduran news media, 
criticized President Jose 
Azcona Hoyo for not notifiDg 
Congress last week before he 
requested U.S. military aid. 
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TARTS FRI AYI 
WIDB General Manager Joe Hood, left, and DJ 
Mark Jaroskl at work in the broadcasting 
SlaH Photo by Mike MoHett 
booth on the fourth floor of the Student Center 
Weclnesdayafternoon. 
Commercial future 
unclear for WIDB 
By Richard Nunez 
Entertainment Editor 
Expectations for the student 
run radio station WlDB to 
obtain a transmitter and go 
commercial will not be 
realized in the Dear future, Joe 
Hood, general manager of the 
station, said. 
"We don't foresee it hap-
pening, " Hood said. "There 
are too many things standing 
in the way." 
The station recently bought 
a control board, which tran-
smits the station's broadcasts, 
at a cost of more than $12,000, 
Hood said. The station 0b-
tained a tbree-to-four-month 
loan for the purchase and is 
ha ving difficulties repaying it. 
There are many other ob-
stacles that would have to be 
overcome before the station 
could purchase a transmitter, 
Hood said. 
"There are no available 
frequencies right now," Hood 
said. "We ~n't just grab one, 
unless one is donated or we 
have the money to buy one." 
Even if the station were to 
obtain a frequency, it would 
need a broadcastmg license 
from the Federal Com-
munications Commission, 
Hood said. If the FCC did grant 
WIDB a license, :.everal 
professional stations in the 
area would object because 
WIDB might infringe upon 
their business. 
"Broadcasting is their 
livelihood" Hood said "To us 
it's only a learni'ng ex~ 
perience." 
Hood added that if the 
station were to go commercial, 
personnel from the radio and 
television departL'lent 
probably would intervene and 
take over some of the staff 
positions, such as the general 
manager and program 
director positions. 
"We would have to follow 
rules that we don't have to 
follow now," Hood said. "The 
format would have to 
definitely change." 
If the Federal 
Communications C-
ommission did grant 
the station a license. 
several professional 
radio stations in the 
area would object 
because WIDB might 
infringe upon their 
business. 
"We would be a more toned-
down version of what we are 
now," he said. 
Hood said the station bases 
its format on the guidelines of 
CMJ New Music Report, a 
rock music magazine designed 
for conege radio stations. 
The station's broadcast 
schedule includes three main 
formats of progressive rock, 
urban contemporary and jazz, 
as well as reggae and blues. 
The station also broadcasts 
news and sports information. 
WIDB, formed in 1970, 
broadcuted from the 
basement of Wright I dor-
mitory untH it moved its 
facilities to the fourth floor of 
the Student Cf.flter in March 
1987. 
"Everyone is a little more 
proud," Hood said. "(The new 
location) gives everyone a 
more professional attitude. 
Wright I was a pit and a lot of 
people didn't take their jobs 
seriously. " 
WIDB is entirely staffed by 
students, who work on a 
voluntary basis and do not get 
paid for their work. "They 
(staffers) work here strictlr. 
for the learning experience, ' 
Hood said. 
WIDB's income is supplied 
mainly through commercial 
advertising and outside 
promotions, such as the benefit 
the stations held at Hangar 9 a 
few weeks ago. 
.1 
FRIDAY' SATURDAY' SUNDAY 
G.i<H tPIN5EJOl SW:1VJ~1H 1 X\' 
This Weekend's 
Double Feature 
1st: 3 Men & A Babv IPGI 
2nd: Can't Buy Me love IPGI3) 
LIVE FISH 
Carp. buHalo. catfish 
TWINLAK •• 
.AIT& TACKU 
Fee FIIhI,. & FIIh .. _ 
Intersection at 
Rt. 3& 149 
7 mil .. west of M'Boro 
Call 763-4217 
DETRII CKS 
\\ Abolt.,. ~ THE " 
CRAZY TRAINI 
2 for 1 Amaretto Stone Sour 
Train Specials 
c:r 
Drafts 
2 f 1 Speedrails or Watermelons 
Music By Special Beat Service 
Foosball 
• • rn Long Sleeve Surf Shirts 
~ $20.00 
O'Neill Shorts and Swimsuits 
14.99 -16.99 
• Up to 5070 off 
TOMMY HILFIGER 
Sportswear 
• • 
• 
Buy 1 item and get 
the 2ndfor J/2 pricel 
ofllGJfle llcalue or lui 
Campus Shopping Center 
BUr DAISY GAVI HIM 
BASIC 1RAININ61 
~ 
MIKE!H0LS 
NEIl SIMON'S 
"We would be appealing to a 
larger audience," he said. 
"We'd still offer an alternative 
brand of music, because there 
is still WCIL, which is Top 40, 
the Eagle, which broadcasts 
classic rock, supposedly, and 
some country and wutern 
stations." 
The benefit was held to 
obtain money toward 
repayment of the loan for the 
new control board, Hood said. 
The station received more 
than $200. It will hold another 
benefit March 31 - an easter 
egg hunt for children in Turley 
Park for which the station 
will receive donations from 
businesses and organizations. OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 25th 
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Study: S. Illinois labor market 
could attract more businesses 
Harschberger Women Save it 
By Steven Starke 
StatfWriter 
The high unemployment rate 
and low average wage scale in 
Southern Illinois could provide 
a basis for future economic 
growth, according to a labor 
market study conducted by the 
Program for Effective Par-
ticipatory Systems. 
The poor situation of the 
Southern Illinois labor market 
right now is both good and bad, 
Ronald M. Mason, director of 
the program and associate 
professor of political science, 
said Wednesday. 
"If it is true that companies 
are moved by the availability 
of labor and the attractiveness 
of being able to hire employees 
at less wage than would 
probably be necessary in other 
areas, (this situation) could be 
seen as a positive thing," 
Mason said. 
"But it is bad in the sense 
that it is a terrible time to be 
unemployed and trying ~ seek 
employment within Southern 
I1linois" he continued "The 
prospeCts of getting a well-
paying job are, I wouldn't say 
remote, but are not high ... 
Mason said, "If there was 
any message we'd like to get 
out to the nation, it is that we 
have people here available for 
Court team 
takes second 
By Phyllis Coon 
Staff Writer 
The law school's Illinois 
Moot Court team won second 
place in a statewide com-
petition held March 11 and 12 
in Springfield. 
"It was a team effort" 
William Hardy, a teain 
member, said. "We all did real 
well." 
JO~e J:Sha~la~:w ~:oo~~~ 
Chicago. 
The Illinois Moot Court team 
has three members. They are 
John Kim, a third year law 
student- and Kerrv Trytek and 
Hardy, second-year law 
students. 
Hardy explained that in 
Illinois the competition in-
cluded eight law schools. 
"In December we were 
given a case that We resear-
ched and wrote a brief for," 
Hardy said. 
The team then turned the 
brief into the moot court and 
after four preliminary rounds 
was chosen to compete in the 
final round of arguments, 
Hardy said. The team's brief 
won second place for best 
brief. 
"We argue for 30 minutes in 
each round, " Hardy said. 
"How we split our time up 
depends ')n what side of the 
case we are arguing, the 
defense or prosecution. " 
The competition in 
Springfield was an appeal to 
the Supreme Court of a case 
that already had been through 
the appellate court system, 
Hardy said. 
Including the Illinois team, 
the law school has four moot 
court teams - the National, 
the International and the 
American Bar Association. 
After their first year in law 
school, students can try out to 
be selected for one of the 
teams, Hardy said. 
"U's good experience for 
anyone who is interested in the 
debate," he said. 
"It is a terrible time to be unemployed and 
trying to seek employment within Southern 
Illinois. The prospects of getting a well-paying 
job are, I wouldn't say remote, but are not 
high." 
During the week they don't feel like it-they're too 
tired and they just don't want to (go to the Strip, 
that is). But when it comes to Fred's and fun, they 
give it their all every Saturday night. Join the 
women from Warren this Saturday fur ... 
Silver Mountain with Debbie Allen O!I fiddle 
employment at reasonable 
rates." 
The report, which is based 
on Illinois Department of 
Employment Security data for 
July 1987, found 9,880 unem-
ployed workers in the region 
who appeared on official 
Illinois unemployment 
records. 
Althougb t!lis number may 
be high, Mason said, it is likely 
that unemployment is under-
reported because some 
unemployed people do not 
register for benefits, have 
already exhausted their 
benefits or are ineligible for 
benefits. 
"The un~mployment 
problem in Southern Illinois is 
likely to be worse than the 
numbers indicated," the 
report said. 
The study also revealed that 
the average wage for positions 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
GROUPS & 
WORKSHOPS 
~ YOGA 
fA} FOR 
WEllNESS 
This 5 week course Intmduces the 
spmtual. physICal and ", .. , ... lal benE--
lots ot Hatha Yoga C'Hpo ... sored 
by Intramural-Rec:reatlooill Sports 
BeginS 
THURSDA Y. MARCH 24 
4-5:30PM 
Ret:: Center. Mulhpu~pose Room 
P,P.P ... ted by Oave E lam 
Come l.am the boIlao 01 
meditation theory, practice and 
rnources to i:1ogln a meditation 
practice thot I, right for you. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2 .. 
7-9PM 
Mississippi Room. Stu~nt Cent.r 
Taught by Marc Cohen 
TUESDAY, MARCH 29 
.J 7-9PM 
- . Mississippi Room. 
Student Center 
~ \~ \ The 2·martini lunch b ,is being replaced 
with II jog lind chefs 
salad. Join this 
discussion on food 
lind fitness led 
by Kate lager. 
-Ronald M. Mason 
filled through the employment 
security department was $3.92 
J;lt!r hour. Average pay for 
unfilled positions was $4.13 per 
hour. Both figures represent 
wages from 60 different oc-
cupations. 
All The 
Beer and Bowling 
You Want 
BEER 'N' According to a summary of 
the study, however, the report 
is limited. First, it relies only 
on Illinois Department of 
Employment Security data. 
Second, only figures from one 
month are reported. Thus the 
notion of seasonal variations 
and trends cannot be 
examined, the report in-
dicated. 
~ ~~:i-: ~',,",,--_'l Every Thursday 
Employment security 
department data for the entire 
state revealed that 10,000 
unemployed workers were on 
official state unemployment 
rUlters in July 1987. 
10pm-lam ! 
\$6.00 Per Pers~ j) 
ptial1 Sp"rts CCt1tCf" \ 
ind Univers Molle Carbondale 
• • • • • • • • • -Valuable Coupon· • • • • • • • • • 
BRAKE RELINE 
GOOD BETTER BEST • 
• FRONT DISC FRONT DISC FRONT DISC _ 
., ..... Q..... .28.5 ::=,0,;:::-0 ........ 48•5 ::='~=·,3885 Disc P d.., 8 __ ... _ • Tyno Front Rolon; ., • • Inlpeel Rut • Tur" Front ROlon • Bleed Spleln Srakes =-C:-M~~ :!~;5::-! ".tCan :~;:~.~c.-.,. r~E.~il • 
REAR DRUM REAR ~RU-';- • Po" W;~'"'i,R M 00_ • 
• : S::. .. · .2885 ' ~::::."''' $491L :~=~!.~~ 87995-
A.s;usl Sys .. m : TUfn Two DI'Uft'I' ':;'l" h1 • ea..d and Adiw~ S .... g"' .... ~=~~~~~ . !==~:.: ::'.nd '.~~t~: ==~a:,~;rn.nd ,~~:~. 
OFFER EXPIRES 3.31-88 R.'urn Spring, a:. ~~I'ir= Two N_ w.-I Cvhnden COupDl'l 
• • • • • • • - • • • - • • • • • • 'OFFER EXPIRES 3-31-88 • • • • 
Valuable Coupon 
FRONT END ALIGNMENT 
OffER EXPIRES S-31-88 
. ..................................... . 
'
Valuable Coupon ~ 
ENGINE ~ 
TUNE-UPS: 
EL£CTRONIC IGNITION : 
SYSTEMS : 
$34 $36 $38 
4 CYWIDER 6 CYUNDER P CYLINDER 
OFFER EXPIRES 3·31-88 
. ......................................... . 
: Valuable Coupon : 
I: I: Oil-lube-Filter I: 
I ~ INr.LUDES: 
I: $1295 • Up To 50ts. Oil 
• Chassis Lube 
• on Filter 
-labor 
WITH 
COUPON 
MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS 
OfFEl! EXPIRES 3-3 I ·88 
Valuable Couron 
All AMERICAN 
MUFFLER 
$1776 
Guaranteed 
(most cars. 
OFFER EXPIRES 3·31-88 
....................................... 
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Illinois Supreme Court upholds 
portion of OUt suspension law 
SPRINGFIELD, m. (UPI) 
A portion of the state law 
allowing automatic suspension 
of drivers licenses for drunken 
driving arrests and the 
issuance of special driving 
permits by judges was upheld 
Wedrn:&iay by the Supreme 
Court. 
In the Kane County case, the 
court rejected arguments by a 
motorist that the summary 
su. . ~nsion of her driver's 
license was unfair because it 
does not apply to all drunken 
driving SituatIOns, such as an 
offense on p~ivate property, 
1i\Jl" does it apply to driving 
under the influence of drugs. 
In addition, the motorist said 
the law does not provide for a 
hearing before driving 
privileges are suspended. 
"We conclude that the 
summary suspension 
procedure ... materially ad-
vances the state's interest in 
public safety and imposes an 
insubstantial risk of 
erroneollsly depriving 
motorists of their privilege to 
drive," Justice Daniel Ward 
wrote fo:' the court. 
In the same ruling, the court 
upheld the section of the law 
that permits judges to grant 
special driving permits for 
motorists to drive to work and 
during medical emergencies, 
ruling it does not ~uire the 
courts to perform duties of the 
executive branch of govern-
ment. 
"Once again tile justices 
have upbeld tough drunk 
driving laws enacted by the 
General Assembly and 
Governor Thompson as part of 
Official says 
FAA slow 
on safe rules 
WASHINGTON (UPI> - In 
an unusual criticism, Tran-
sportation Secretary Jim 
Burnley told Congress Wed-
nesday the Federal Aviation 
Administration has failed to 
quickly and aggressively 
promote avia tion safety. 
Appearing before a Senate 
aviation subcommittee, 
Burnley said it takes the FAA, 
whose joh is to keep the skies 
safe and run the air traffic 
control system, more than a 
year and a half to push through 
safety regulations. 
"Over the last five years the 
average time from the FAA's 
first notice to the final rule has 
been about 19 moni;bs, com-
pared with an average of 32 
months over the five-year 
period of 1978-1983," Burnley 
said. "I think WI" can further 
improve rulemaking 
procedures. " 
Burnley, whose department 
is in charge of the FAA, said 
the agency needs to undergo 
structural changes to keep up 
with the growing demands of 
the aviation system. 
"Tbe men and women of the 
FAA arf highly competent and 
dedicated people, but it is not 
reasonable to ask th~m to be 
both helpmate and w&.tchdog 
to the aviation industry," 
Burnley said . 
.. After 30 years of public and 
congressional frustration and 
concern, I believe it is time to 
recognize that the FAA as it 
was structured in 1958 is an 
experiment which has failed," 
he said. 
Congress is considering 
legisla tion that would establish 
an independent FAA. 
Under the law, first-time OU/ offenders receive 
an automatic three-month suspension of their 
drivers licenses for registering a O. 10 on a 
blood-alcohol test. 
an intensive effort to make our 
highways safer," said Mike 
Lawrence, spokesman for 
Secretary of State Jim Edgar. 
"It takes tough laws, it takes 
good enforcement of those 
laws and it takes the backing 
of the courts. We are winning 
the war against drunk driving, 
although it will take even more 
effort." 
In October the court struck 
down other challenges to the 
law which contended the 
statute limited what issues 
could be brought out a DUI 
bearing. At that time justices 
said a motorist charged with 
DUI is not limited to certain 
issues in his hearing and could 
challenge the validity of a DUI 
test. 
'llle law took effect Jan. 1, 
1986, as part of a com-
prehensive drunken driving 
package. Under the Jaw, a 
first-time DUI offender 
receives an automatic three-
month suspension for 
registering a 0.10 or more on a 
blood-alcohol test. A driver 
who refuses to take the test 
receives an automatic six-
month suspension. 
In another DUI decision 
handed down Wednesday by 
the court, the justices ruled 
that written statements by 
police officers that a DUI 
arrest has been made can be 
verified at a summary 
suspension hearing held at a 
later date. 
The ruling overturned cir-
cuit and appellate c~l!rt 
rulings from Kankakee and 
Iroquois counties striking 
down the license suspensions 
of 14 motorists. The drivers 
had contended that the 
statements signed by the 
arresting officers attesting to 
a drunken driving violation 
were not sworn statements 
verified by a person licensed to 
administer oaths. 
But the Supreme Court ruled 
the Law Enforcement Sworn 
Reports, which trigger the 
summary suspension of 
drivers licenses, could be 
amended in a hearing to verify 
their accuracy. 
~ ~n7< ~ RESTAURANT & LQUNGE THAI CUISINE STEAKS SEAFOOD .-
Friday & Saturday 
5-10pm 
Prime Rib & Crab Legs 
or 
Prime Rib & Shrimp 
... 
-
(Includes Potato & Salad Bar) 
or 
Seafood Worba 
(Includes Rice and Salad Bar) 
$9.95 each 
Reservations Accepte,d 
206 S. Wall (Corner of Wall & Walnut) 457-4510 
SPC Expressive Arts 
pre_ala 
Thursday, AprU 21 
7:30pm 
Student Center Ballroom D 
TJckets "5.00 on sale at 
Student Center Central Ticket Office 
I for more information call536-3393 
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Fri. & Sat. Uncle John's Band 
QI"oronn 51.15 M~~'S '1.10 
HAPPY HOUR 
3 .. 
3 Beers for. Buck 
2 for 1 Mixed Drinks 
HAPPY HOUR 
•• 10 
3 ... nfor 
• Budd 
HANGAR HOTLINE 549.1233 
RAMADA I"" 
OASIS LOUnGE 
South of the Border 
(~:~~:ngl 
-Build your own Tacos 
-Frozen Margaritas $1.50 
eTequlla Sunrl •• $1.25 
-Corona Beer $1.00 
With Tom Stone playing 
your favorite music 
8:00 PM til close 
Rt. 13 West "0 COVER 529-2424 
.. 'Second City' i5 briJlidl\l ... 
- TI."\f. !'\ACAZI:"if. 
Touring 
Company 
From the 2nd City in Chicago 
Come See the Comedy Stars 
of Tomorrow Today 
Briefs 
REC CENTER Intramural 
Sports "Ultimate Frisbee" 
entry deadline is at 4 p.m. 
today in the Rec Center, rO'Jm 
158. 
DEPARTMENTS OF radio 
and television and speech 
communication will have an 
informational meeting on a 
British television seminar in 
London at 4 p.m. today in 
Communicatons 1052:. 
LAKE-ON-THE-CAMPU8 
BOAT Dock will open Monday. 
Hours will be noon to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and 
noon to 5 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. 
MICROBIOLOGY STUDE-
NT Organization will meet ae 
4;30 today in Life Science II 
451). 
8TUDENT ALUMNI Council 
will have a bake sale from 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the 
AgriculLure lobby. 
AM .. ;RICAN MARKE'fING 
Associati"fl will meet at 7 
tonight in Lawson 231. 
BLACKS IN Com-
munications Alliance will meet 
at 7 tonight in Communications 
1046. 
8IU VETERANS Club will 
meet at 8:30 tonight in the 
Student Center Activity Room 
A. 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY will 
meet at 7: 30 tonight in Lawson 
231. 
MCLEOD THEATER will 
r.resent the musical 
'Swingtime" at 8 tonight and 
Fritlay. Admission is free and 
tickets are at the McLeod 
Theater Box Office. 
SHRYOCK AUDITORIUM 
will sponsor a graduate piano 
recital at 8 tonight in Shryock. 
ACROSS 
1 Mrs. Charles 
5 Formicary 
dwellers 
9 - Claus 
14 Ir. islands 
15 pry 
16 Tested 
17 Huff and puff 
18 Dutch cheese 
19 "- cockhorse 
~ou~a.~:, 
20 Opposition to 
political 
priests 
23 Legal thing 
24 That man's 
25 Handsome lad 
29 O'Casey 
31 Purse 
34 Old-lime 
weapons 
35 Deserve 
36 Escutcheon 
border 
37 Certain 
I'yhable 
40 Lum'nary 
41 Pilaf base 
42 Borge and 
Kierkegaard 
43 Legislator: 
abbr. 
44 Vein 
45 Br. hub 
46 Offer 
47 TlbelRn 
gazelle 
48 Opponents of 
the US 
constitution 
57 Clamor 
14 
17 
20 
34 
40 
Today's 
Puzzle 
Puzzle answers 
are on Page 16 
58 A Gardner and 
namesakes 
59 Tumult 
60 Purport 
61 Need 
62 Pot sweetener 
63 Aida and Ladd 
64 Concordes 
65 Midday 
DOWN 
1 Calil. city 
2 Algerian ,lOrt 
3 Carry on 
4 Against 
5 Anoints old 
style 
6 Knli:s 
7 Tyrant 
8 Partially 
9 Lineage 
10 Seed covers 
11 Spider nests 
12 Eng. river 
13 Eden dweller 
21 Brittle 
22 Intone 
25 Pile up 
26 - Alighieri 
27 Occ!Jrring 
every 8th day 
28 --do-well 
:t9 Bearnalss 
30 A Gardner 
31 Wild goose 
32 Change 
33 Silly ones 
35 Okla. city 
36 Arab land 
38 Eat away 
3il Perfect 
44 Certain 
prisoners 
4S Shores 
46 Oxlike bovine 
47 Cede 
48 Square 
columlt 
49 Coward 
50 Ms Louise 
51 Black birds 
S2 Peron &. Saint 
53 Where ~o lint' 
Qom 
54 Cii~~. prefix 
55 Dorothy's pet 
56 Br. gun 
=-+-+--+---IJ 
DEPARTMENT OF Geology 
will sponsor "Bedrock's 10th 
Annual Rock and Mineral 
Auction" from 1 to 4:30 p.m. 
li1iday in the Student Center 
Mississippi Room. 
,-----------COUPON.---------
I §~ax Roast Beef 
l§a ~ '9§~ 
CARBONDALE PARK 
District needs volunteers for 
the Special Olympics on April 
28. For details or to volunteer, 
call Lucy Poprawski or Sara 
Norris at 549-4222. I 
I 
(Limit 4) 
-Itax. 
WICCAN FRIENDSHIP 
Study Circle forming. Positive 
folk of any age reply to 
Yavanna, RR 2 Box 153, 
Herrin, n. 62948. 
I Not valid with any other offer. 
I Sales tax charged. Offer good at I partir;pating Rax onlv. 
I Expires 4-3-88 L ______ ~~~~~~~~~ _______ J 
-
IIOW DO YOU HANDLE AN 
INTOXICATED PERSON? 
.Don't try to argue or reason with a drunk person. 
.Don't become upset or angry by what s/he says . 
• Don't offer coffee or sodas, you'll have a 
wide·awake drunk on your hands. 
.00 demonstrate concern. 
.00 encourage him/her to lie down and sleep, 
preferably on his/her side . 
• 00 callfor help if thE person Is out of control. ,,)t'o < ~ 
"'-'b:,{ 
For more Information, .. " -::: .... 
~5~1 '~~ 
r--------------------------, 
-eo Makin' it great! i 
Dine-in 
....... I 
~ I ( 
At Carbondol •. Marion. Benton. 
Murphvsboro. and Hf"rrin 
r-----------COUPON------------,( 
: Get 99C Pitchers of Soft Drinks or Beer: I 
: with the Purchase of Any Large Plna : I 
: At Participating Plua Hut Restaurants. : I 
I P,...entcouponwhen OId.ring. l COIJpon J)t'rpartr pervili1 at parUclpating, .. tauran". Not valid I I 
11W.I~ ony at"', ott.L e...pirM • .'18/88.'" 1987 Pluo Hut. me .. 1:2Oth cent colh t~mptjon I I 
~.:==_:....-..:.==:-.:.::.::.:--..:-.= . ....:::.=_:....-_=_..:.:::.:..~-_=_~.:..:='J 
IBM PC/XT 
Compatible 
TURBO XT 
Runs all IBM Software 
Standard lea lUres mclude' 
• Monographlcs Card and Monllor 
• 640K RAM on the Motherboard 
• Dual 360K halJ.heighl Floppv Or 
• Hbit 8088·2 Oual speed (48MH,I.Mi 
(':roproceS30r Lowest Prices in Southern Illinois 
• 150 Wall Power Supply 
• 84 key PC AT Slyle Keyboard 
• 85101 Motherboard Wllh 8087 MA TH Co 
'7" Mono System 
'949 Color System 
'999 20-Meg System 
The Computer Warehouse 
Call 893-4412 
procesS(lr sial 
• 1 Year Warranty on parts 
• AT ~tvle Case 
• Turbo and Reset Bunoos, J LED 
Pilot LIghts t Mite So. of Cobden on Old Rt. 51 
I.8.M is a registered trademark of International BUSiness Machh":es 
At home or on the go. 
we have your computerl 
ev.ry readable, h;gh tontralt. lupertwlst 
crystal display. 
.Extr ..... ly lightweight. approximat.ly 
101ba. 
'IBM PC/Xl compatible, high speed 
Cl"U (7.16MHz), 2561( .... mory. 
'MS DOS 3.2 operating Iy.t.m induded 
.Slngle 3_5". 7201( iloppy disk drive. 
AII-You-Can-Eat 
Seafood Plaller 
Includes fish clams shnmp.salad buffel Wllh HoI 5001 (all-you· 
can-eat, and bak.ed pOla1o 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
A/I-You-Can-Eat Salad S 999 
Buffet and Beverage • 
A pf"rleCI ~lmc.n that Ir,clude~ tr~sn \legL'lables lIesh frUl1 flol 
yegela[)I(~s and IwO hQI ~oups SpecldU., prIced 11 a.m.-4 
p.m., Mon.-Sal. 
KIDS 5 & UNDER EAT FREE FROM SELECTED MENU 
NO COUPONS NEEDED 
K-Mart Plaza' Carbondale 
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Video says understanding 
the Third World is important 
By Edward Raha 
Staff Writer 
Understanding why some 
Bolivian farmers grow coca 
plants to make cocaine instead 
of food crops may help combat 
the drug epidemic in this 
country. 
"hat advice was part of 
"B:."hlginll the Third World to 
Campll'3 and Comn·.unity," a 
vi!.~otape presentation 
stressmg the importance of 
understanding the in-
terdependence of the United 
States and lesser developed 
nations. 
The presentation showed 
educators how to use in-
ternational connections in 
their communities to learn 
DOW conditions in the Third 
World affect conditions in 
America. 
About 20 College of 
Education faculty members 
at~ended the seminar spon-
sored by International 
Programs and Services. The 
videotape, produced by the 
t;onsortium for International 
Coopera tion in Higher 
Education, illustrated how 
other colleges and universities 
have used international 
connections to develop new 
curriculum at the primary and 
secondary school levels. 
The curriculum was based 
on a project by noted journalist 
John Hamilton, author of 
The videotape illustrated how other colleges 
and universities have used international 
connections to develop new curriculum at the 
primary and secondary school level. 
"Main Street America and the 
Third World." 
Hamilton's book is a 
collection of articles that 
points out many hidden 
economic and political co:)-
nections between small towns 
in America and the Third 
World. 
One article dealt with a shoe 
plant in Blackstone, Va., that 
closed becaus~ of increased 
con:.petition from Brazil. 
Several members of the 
community were quick to 
blame Brazil for the loss of jobs in Blackstone. 
According to the article, 
Brazilian officials countered 
tile blame by saying the only 
way Brazil can pay its $105-
billion debt to the United 
States is by exporting shoes. 
Maggie Flanagan of the SIU-
C Community Development 
Center said that in order to 
combat situations such as 
t!"!osc in Blackstone, people 
must understand how in-
ternational connections can 
affect their own community. 
Flanagan, a member of the 
Society for Inte~national 
Development, often speaks to 
~~:::~~Z g~i~ lli~u~~~~ 
World affect life in their 
communities. 
Church groups become more 
interested in their foreign 
projects when they learn just 
what their money is being 
~r::~!~ !~~ho~~S:i~ ~:~ 
project is, she said. 
Flanagan added that as a 
result of getting involved in or 
learning about a Third World 
connection, an individual or 
group can learn to understand 
the underlying issues affecting 
international relations. Church 
project people learn more 
about the culture they are 
helping and then have a better 
understantfu1g of how the 
culture works. 
"It is important to get people 
to talk about the issues," 
Flanagan said. 
World hunger comes to Bates College 
LEWISTON, Maine (UPl)-
Bates College students dining 
in the college ~feteria today 
will eat either roast beef, 
simple vegetables or rice and 
water to represeu~ typical 
diets in the First, Secon'Q and 
Third Worlds, Bates officials 
said Wednesday. 
About 900 students are ex-
pected to take part in the 
spedal meal, which was 
planned as part of Hunger 
Awareness Week at the 
college. 
Before entering the 
cafeteria, the students are to 
draw lots. Officials said 15 
percent of the students will get 
First World tickets, and will be 
served a roast beef dinner. 
Another 20 percent will get 
Second World tickets, and will 
be served a simple vegetarian 
meal. The remaining 65 per-
cent are to be served plain rice 
and water. 
"The 15 percent in the First 
World will get a fruit ap-
petizer, roast beef and baked 
potato served by waiters in 
linen jackets," said Claire 
Special of the Month 
MYERS~S 
RUM 
$1.05 
Beer 
Garden 
Now Open 
~. 
Lavallee, a spokesperson for 
the Bates chaplain's office. 
"The 20 percent in the Second 
World eat vegetable dishes, 
and the remaining 65 percent 
simply get rice and water." 
Bates officials said the 
percentages mirror the 
world's populations in each of 
the three economic groups. 
"We wanted to do something 
dramatic that would make 
people aware of what most of 
the world gets to eat," said 
Chip Purrington, a senior who 
is a member of the Bates 
Chapel Board, which is 
sponsoring the dinner. 
The Bates students have 
been enthusiastic about the 
idea, Purrington said. He said 
70 percent of the students who 
normally eat their meals at the 
Memorial Commons· have 
signed up to participate in the 
meal. 
Money saved by serving the 
simple meal will be donated to 
hunger relief, Purrington said. 
Besides the dinner, Hunger 
Awareness Week is being 
observed with a lecture by Bill 
McNamara of Bread For The 
World, a hunger organization; 
and a slide show entitled 
"Hunger." 
r~---------------------------
I Double Decker I Coupon Special 
\ $2.50 off Large 
I or $1.50 off Medium 
\ Double Decker PIZZA 
I 913 Chestnut - Murphysboro 
I Only 6 minutes 684 5598 (behlndthe 
I From Carbondale • (ourthoUN' 1 __________________________ _ 
Down Under Night! 
160z. glasses of 
Matilda Bay '1 .05 
160z glasses of 
Planters Punch '1.50 
Dart Tournament Sunday 
-' 
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RESUME SPECIAL $19.88 
Laserset Resume and 50 Copies 
FREE THESIS COpy 
Buy 4 Sets on 25% Rag and the 5th set is FREE 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 s. Illinois Ave - 529-5679 
Open: 8-12 Mon-Thurs Fri 8-6 Sat 10-6 Sun 1-9 
~® 
Southern' 
Recycling Center 
We Buy 
Aluminum Cans-Glass-Metals 
We Accept 
Newspaper-Cardboard 
MOD. & ThUrs. NOoD-5pm 
Sat.10am-5pm 
tr 22:~":~~!:n ~ 
Why Take a Chance When 
You Can Get a Full House At 
University Hall ... ~ \ 
-Solar Heated Pool ~ 
- Directly East of Schneider 
- Dining Services 
.Laundry Facilities 
.Dietician Consultant on Staff 
-Variety of Recreational Activities 
-Large, Sunken Main Floor Lounge 
-Private & Double Rooms 
Booking Tours Daily 549-2050 
If no answer, leave name & number 
Open 9am-Spm 1101 S. Wall St. 
QUARTER POUND 
• BURGER 
• FRIES $ 
• SOFT DRINK 
All For Only •• PLUS 
TAX 
Quality Food at a Great Low Price! 
709 s. ILLINOIS 
PHONE 549-7"2 
Classified 
Classified 
Fo,SaI. 
Auto 
Parts and Service, 
Motorcycl •• 
Homes 
Mobile Hom •• 
MiscellC:l!leou5 
Electronics 
P ... and Supplie. 
Bicycle. 
Cameras 
Sporting 
Sporting Good. 
Recreotionol Vehicle. 
Furniture 
Musical 
Books 
rOI Rent 
Apartments 
House5 
Mabile Hom ... 
Rooms 
Roommates 
Duplexes 
Directory 
Wanted to Rent 
Bu'i~.'S5 Property 
Mobile Home Lat. 
HelpWant"d 
Employment Wanted 
Servic ... Offered 
Wonted 
lost 
Found 
Entertainment 
Announcement, 
A:.II::tionl and Sole, 
Yard Sale Promotion 
Antiques 
Business Opportunities 
Free 
Rides Needed 
Riders Needed 
Real Estate 
\ 
Graduating? 
Time to sell 
your. .. ,,-.~ 
."j. 
;. 
-. --' 
.. .in the DE 
Classifieds 
1259 Comm. Bldg. 
536~3311 
I ~:. ~~~~. ~'!~. ~. ~. ~~ ..~: :~'1119IO HONOA ACCOllD. HBK. 5 .pd. I· SCHWINN SIDfWlNDfII 10 SPEED . t~5 "I..',! 101" om-1m COIl .• 35 ntpg .• xc. condo mo ... U .. n"'.'n bI .. k •. L./k •. new .. S19O. Coli .' ~J'~~SO·.529~97 ... 24_121 I ~~1:9_0'529.21957"'7 ... tI'HI 
,.n Automotive 1'1' '"1 OlOS CUTlASS SUPIIEM£ 2 l. . Sporting Goo'de I 
1971 YEUOW SUPER BEAnE...... 10.,. bel" •• 2 dr. pt. pO. tln'ed . 
batt.ry and •• ""us'. 1l00d _ I windows •• nll'_ reploced 11-81 I'KAYAK PHINOX INCLUDES floo' 
S49-0184 of'er 5 p.m. S700. 1 48.000 m .. 1. .529.2239. " no 0_. k·. f • br_ 
1919 HOIouA ACCOIID. HBK. 5.pd. 3·29·811 ........... 2S14Aol22 paddl •.• Im.'.S321MoH457..f485. leave mttua". lbogs· r.: · Ir. 00 ° . 
om·lm. JO tnpg. "/Yllt. good con. 1982 CAMERO. AUTO. AIR. p •. pb. 4-1-88 .............. 25/8Akl21 
dmon. $1600'. coli 985 .... 18' , om-1m ('011" bra. 63.'(I[JC mI. • • XC'I 
4-5-88 . . 2511Ao127 'I condo - '" 0"".-..:101. $3650 oba. I".·.. . ............... n .! 
~~:t!:;. ~,;:~ '::~j :;;~Afu':i ~!~~-8286 Of' .. J: . . 251l8Ao 120: •. n Furnlturej 
~;:'::~~I. 2S IMa 124 ~~:.?~~r~W~ii"5:t7. IT~~lDERVIEB' . I""Morcil 
6239 Or 549-6393 (Jane). 2nd Buy and Sell u=nllu .... Ph. 
RED VW IEfTLE. 1972. 5 yr. old 1."".· 25I0A0In S4':'782 south on Old 51. 
:l' .... om·1m co ... H·.Il00d_.. ~ Ailii,WD'I' NEW ";'I=:"~Z; 
as '";$900. NS-6538 ott.r6 p.m. ·· .. 1 ~nd 3 piece I/vln" Nn .... ·,n varIous 
3-.10-88 ... .•........• 241"""23 Porte and Servlcee '. co""" ond slyl .. al prkfl tho. w,II 
IQllHOHDA ACCOIID. 4 DR. ~ <pd. .. =-.~offci'::"'::~O~:;: 
.... oc. om·lm ca ....... c""d. $2350 TllANSMISSIOH IIEPA/R. AM Avto Corl>ondole.529·533I. 120 ~~~~~,. So,"ondS.,.,. .• (f_""~E""S/r/. ~OAK'OfSK:~~il=':ble 
1974 TIIIUMPH TI/6 ROADSTEII Ilk. 
new. TI,es. electric overdrJ". alp'n. 
am·lm caueH •. roil bar. Runs well 
$3OOOoba529-4826. 
4-6-88 2523Ao 128 
1
1978 fOIrD FA/RNIONT PS. om·lm. 
cleon. noruJ', goodconcl. SII50obo 
1529.2090. 
'4·1-88 . 2528AoI21 
~). 605 N. lll/nors. dole. ~7· ond 4 e/to"s. small dormitory fridge., 
4-20 ... ............. 2208Ab138 .... s~. dryer. 529-3874. 239IAmllt 
~~/r~.Er:,:=.:.Isi'!~ 'G!.C: ~~:r RECEIVED ;.; ~ load of new 2 
76.1561 W. Moln. 529·2302. ::: 3u=~ec;~j'j':::.~··~;':':!! 
, 4·20·811.... ........ 2420AbI38 colors and .Iy'" Wildwood 501 ••• 3 
....... : ................. =:J' .. / ~~OSIa~~.~.·.~. ': on. G. lon'Cltr Road. 
,I . ··Motorcycle. 3-31.88 ... .... .. 2333Am124 
:82YAMMAXIMSSIInew;nB5.s.:ck I~ MUII(;a' .' 
1982 MAZDA RX7 5 .peed. olr ..... ond wlnd.hleld. Min. SII5O'1~ ~
~~:~~j'J.;HO~~~~~48~o ... tt.. ~4~ch/.536-15~~ ..... 2492Ac:23 ~=.:"SS A~D ~'-;:, ,. .. ,,;,,~ 
r--------------------~---------------l 10", like new. many •• """. S3400 3.29.811............. I 747An 122 
4·6-88 ' ...... ""8 I986KAWA5AKI NINJA 1000II. very I Grad. :1c~;~·9.61'; • •• 
NEED" CAR? W. flnonce no In. ~~;;~::29~n.91 ..•..... 25OIAcl22 GRETCH: 9·PIECE DRUM KII . 
I 
Daily Egyptian Classified Mail-In Order Form 
Print your classified ad in the spac. proYided. Mail along with your check to the 
Daily egyptian Clallified Dept .. Communications Building. SIU. Carbondale. IL 62901 
Don't forget to includ. punctuation & opoces between wordst 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1:=11 1 61on8$ , • IIII ! I ITIIII!lllll!1 \ I lim 
1 
1 1 Cost 
1 Per 
1 Ad 
IStort Oote _____ _ 
(Required for office u" only) 
Nome Address ________________________________________ _ 
City Stat. Zip Cod. 
Ple .. se choIrJe 10 my cndit c.ord: 
o VISA 0 MillterC.rd P!.oHgMuaYOUfcr.dJlcardaxplratian"'aow.canprvceuyourordw 
ITTIIIIIIIIIIUlJ Crodi,cardexpitolion __ ...... -  ...-'-_..-___ 
, 
........ no quallfyln" lor credit. W. 1986 N3 SPORTSTER. PAMPERED dtom_n. and willi. colo<. 900d 
will pay cosh fo. your cor. C ond J 10.000 mi. Bfoclr. pes •. peg.·pad. I ~I!;IJ.I200 .. 0.80 .. con. 'ocl Chr's 
~~ "5-6634. new rubber. battery ond tu.... 3.25.811·... . ... 2261Anl20 ~~8B33.3865 oft .. 6,00 f.~3Ac 120 i KEY80I\IIDIST lOOKING ~OII 0 bond 
1919 FOlID PINTO <rATION _on. 1984 SCOOTER HONDA I\IIROW' • ,n9 ... · flo uti ••. drummer. bassi". 
grea' cond .. 'ow mII.age. new ~5"~~ns excellent Call Sparky :f~~O~O~I,f~~~~u:S'!!:: ~~ 
~2't··pendobl •. Sr.JQOoba. 457· HHB" 2513Acl20 =':::I.k~'~,;:~~~." I.Q. 
3-24-81. .. . ......... 22S4Aoll9 1;;3";";,.,0'811;:;.;". ';,.;,;,;,.;,.;,;,;,;,.;.:,,;,,;.,:2:;,5;.;,17A:;::n;;,12:;2 
=.~~::5~1. =r.::: 1[;:" ····.::~.~~~.!.~·:~~m..nll: Aportm.nts · .. ····.·1 
Yourareo. 8uyen Guld •. 1-80.5-687· 
6000 •• 1.1-950 •. 
~ ............. 15'''''''30 
1974 12 x 65 2 bdnn. cMop lot ren'. 
n_ central air. nice decIr. u""1y 
shed. S4.oooDlane457·7473. 
4-6-88 .............. 2171Aeln 
'77 FAIRMONT BAYVIEW W. 24 ". 
II".,.,.. Newly remodeled. central 
air. $8500 or .... Offer. Coil S49· 
~!:~~~~'~' ...... 2226Ae121 
CDAI.E 10 x 55. 3 1xIrm. Corpeled. 
r:;,.~ s;~:Zlro;:':1..::t. 
3-31 ................ 2252Ae124 
1971 PAIICWOOD 14.111 EXCEUENT 
conditIOn. $9.000 010. 549-0249 
't;:11:~· ........... 248IAe121 
,2lt65 2_. _N. cen. 0"'. /teo'. 
.-_. fencad~. _. Jean 
WEST ""U STREfT Aperlrn.nls. 
Corbondole. Jus' acrou ."..., from 
campu •• In one thousand blodc W .. , 
Mill St.. 0 blI """"-t of Morris 
Ubn:rry. T_ bedrOOm 'urn/.hed.,.. 
unfunU,hed. $lr,,"or to townhouse. 
-. and bath up. no one 0_ or b./ow disturb. Bedrooml 
........ windows on two sides. • •• 
c:e".,.t .,."fllaPlon. 0wnerI mow 
Iowfts. ptOtIlde _I refuse p/dwp 
and _IIy I/"hts. and remove 
,now /rom .'Iy ."'--'b. QuI.' 
oreo. convenient to Na.1ona1 _. 
laundromat, and downtown, 
Summer S260.00 month and Foil ond 
$pr/"" S360.00 month. OffIce 711 5. 
PopIor SI.,unctlon W. Mill St. and 5. 
Poplo< S'.. d/rKfly MrlfI of Moms 
LIbroty. ColI ~7·nJ201 529-5771. 
I . _ ...... . I 1977 ACIDI 1$100. Good -.d •• en· 
~I.---'. 
.................... ",,7_'26 ONf __ .... .. rftlsnrc. 3·_ .............. 115$6>122 
SDIITH POI'UIlI STltEET~; 
Corbondole. Na' _ ,''-, /rom 
I. '::..,:,,:"~p "'t:',;,. ':'00':;;.. r::; I 54N5200".."... •. 
'21152.2 bdnn home. All ~/o_ 
and or condIlIoned 529-1324. 
4-,_ .............. 2495AeIU r:;:t::"s:'~ =Hu~ .:=.~ 
library. Two·bedroom.. ollle-
_ . .-no. and efflclenc/ ... I j- ,36UnI" 
,'11.".'. ,_tZ; II:: ~ ~/!.dro.;:r. 
_ dobIe. $1000. 549-5401. I 3-254 .............. 249IAoI20 
Signoture ______________ _ 
G~t Results With The D.E. Classlfledl 
CIIAB OIlCHA.D LAKE areo. 
A"""" ..... 12rr65. _c. -.d .. new 
_tra' olr •• _ and ...trIll .. mUI' 
_ 10 ."",-... S7500 01>0 942· 
5365. 
4-1_ .....•........ 2334J\.,37 
MUST SEll' I 1.40 M.H. lurn. oc. 
~ In.1de ond out. In 
• xc.cond. S 1400 01>0. 529-4995. 
Fumlshed o. unfurnIshed. Owners 
mow /owns. fum,." .... ,.... _' 
contra'. nonno' re/uoe pldtup. ond 
_ty ""hls. ond .- ._ 
/rom clly ._'b. Qul., _. 
convenient to Notional 
Foado./oundromot. and downtown . 
Lower rates for Summer. Rot .. vary 
wIth IIze of un",. Very comperwv<e. 
I ~9t2 DAlSUH 4.4 K/ngcoio. /ow 
------------.-.--~--------~-----------... 3-=·.~~·.~:~=,21 
Busting 
OutAIThe 
Se .... ? 
It's Time 
ForA 
Yard Sale 
3 Llne.for 2 day •••• Just $4.60 
Advertise Thursday and Friday of any week and receive a special rate plus ... 
3 FREE Yard Sale Signs 
Your ad will appear under a .pecial "clip & lOVe" coii.lmn in the clos.lfied ... ion. Thai column will be 
clipped by eager bargain hunt ... In....,rch 0/ thot .peclal t,. '.ur •. 
Print your clallified ad in the opac. provided. Mall along with your check to the 
Daily Egyptian Clauified Dept .• Communication. Bldg .• SlU. Carbondal •• IL 62901 
AND HAVE A GREAT YARD SALfI 
111111'111111111111 ! 1111 ! ! ! III ! I 
For Information Coli. 536·3311. Clo •• ified Dept. 
Nam. 
Addr •• 
City/Stat. 
(Required for office u ... only) 
Zip Coole 
~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------~~ 
Truck • Auto • Van 
FULL LINE OF 
ACCESSORIES! 
We offer a varietv 0' 
dress·up parts & 
accessories. 
FuH·color catalog 
available. 
Hrs: Mon.·Sat. 10·6 
Rt.13W 
12V, miles W. 01 Ramadalnnl 
between Ca,bondale & 
MUlpilysbo.o 
684-3336 
4-6-88 .............. 2417A.,2I 
j' ..... j.. Offl.,. 711 S. Poplor $t .. ,unctIon W. MllCenoneoue """ S •. and S. Poplor SI .• dl_1y 
'-""'="'== ..... =""""~~ =-or";Z:~; LIbrary. Coli ~7· 
AUTOMATIC WASHEII AND dryer. 3·30-88 .............. IIS6IIoI23 
$2OO01O.good-.dl"on.9I5.2368 NEAll THE IlEe c.n,.... "- 2 
3.25" .............. 1933AII20 - townItome ..... and a noH ='~~.! ~~~!e~n::ndtG~o;: ';:~~:''ill'C:.'''''' central olr 
~rll~.~~Ie "- lor $SO o. ==i' ANo:6r . Fa;i. ~,!-:'~ 
4.30-88 •............. 2242A/l45 campUi. Extra nlc. 2. 3. and 4 
234 POWER ASTRONOMICAl belrm.. Fum.. Insuloted. ~o pels. 
TELESCOPE with ........ 165. Cor. S49-4801. 
g~r::~SJ5: 457:3~t,./l19 iP1::'Ond5 iDRM. FUIIN.~i."::,!:. 
~1101~'::~:"~~ s:,,::~s~,,:Z: i:;;"~f:;;';~:;~~41-4~:UII Af'er 
:.:c:n~~A:::':;n:-Co,rsoft:"7 '~~ 2 iDtii.' QUIET' :.:a....:: 
p.m. 453-3592. Corbondol. CII,,'c. Furn/sh.d· 
4-4-88 ............... 2326Afl26 unfurlll.hed. S360up 549·6125 
~1IOU':1p=,5.~~; I MARRIED-GRAD 
bu.hal bIns. gnxJer. boggaro and I PROFESSIONAL 
=~:;".':...!:."'684.~/:~· , TOWN HOUSES 
3·25" .............. 2484Afl20 I 320 340 360 Mn 
=':c~,!?M~~O!:s l:5."A":: i Mobile HO'l'le5 
-.dll_ $60. WhNIbarrow S15. I 130 160 220 Mo 
~~062: ............. 2398AfI27 I 549-6598 
fOPAL'S WAllPAPEII OUnfT now I 
...... 116 E. Moln ... xI 10 HolIday I Now Leasing 
~":; ::"nd to ~/fl:;c-;:.,::. For Spring ..... '19 
5O.ooorolls In I/odo. AJI double roll. I 
only 15.99. Furnished 
~~. ·iAiii.iOOj':': }!'~,:: lone bedroorr.s. 
cha/... SilO. Un/q... minI .hlno I 
~7fStso.' = ..Smo~~ and efficiencies Including 
collector doll •• SIOO. G ..... 411p1oy I 
foble. $50. Doll hOU .. Ond .. fu.m. $75. I Carpet & Air ~:::20""3~JI)p:m:. 2338A/l38 Laundry Facilities 
LN;;::~:::::~:J I W~;:~:~~~:twe, 
-.med. chomp/On lJood "n"'
1 
by . tm 
SI5O.549.5604or457-6033 Shown Appoln ent 
LI..... . ..... '. . 2521AhI21 0 I 
[. . 8ICYcl~ .11 549-6610 
MOUNTAIN IIK.E. EXCElLENT jlmperial Mecca 
condlflon. eXfras 'nduded. Ce". 6S7~ 
;!1f.. ....... 2473A1I20 Apartments 
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Sunglasses 
So the CorlOOCIIst wakes 
from (l mlC)-dQ~ 
slumber ... 
Ft.~cltlJranl:: .. tti( U'nc It~ ... 1& Jbd 
Split It've! d ph 
s,w.mmu'Ig poul 
Air (-ood'liontng 
Wdlt to Weill (arpl'l 
~ullv ~ur.",h"d 
Cable 1"..' sef\,Kt> 
Outdoor gd:50 ,,;p!b 
AND YET 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPU 
for Inlormdtlon SlOp b\' 
The Quads 
1207 S. Wall 
457·4123 
SHOW APARTMENTS 
Tue.·Thurs.-Fri. 
1-'ipm 
Sat..11-2 m 
~~~ 
1!iO: Preview some of 
Carbondale's finest 
two bedroom 
apartments. VAil, 
PARKTOWNE, TRAilS 
WEST, HICKORY GLADE. 
Good locations 
Great Prices 
:!Il.enL: Today for 
Occupancy Now, 
Summer or fall 
Woodruff Services 
~i457-3321 
MEADOW RIDGE 
)0:' ~~ .................... L.,"-
IS Surprlsh.gly 
'w.:~~ 
Affordablel 
From '170 per person 
Brand New 
3&4 
Bedr00m 
Townhouses 
e Conveniently located 
• Next to school 
on Wall & Campus 
e Extras include: 
Washer/Dryer 
Heat Pump 
Dishwasher 
CALL TODAY 
457·3321 
_. Youcon't 
~ ~ ~ I afford 
• ~ notte. 
M·IIOIO. I IDIIM. HOW·Sum"-
$125 mo .. troIh plck·up Ind .. no 
....... 985-6560or6&4-4713. 
4+&1. . .. 2_126 
CARTE.VlllE EFFICIENCY APAIIT· 
~~;=~~:.onthly. RI. 
,.25 ................ 2_,20 
EG'(I'rlAH I'YIlAMID COMI'I.fX now 
_""II f<w Sum_ ond Foil. "" 
prlc .. 'n 1-.. 451·1941 or 549-2454. 
"'5·Y ............... 2332110121 
I 01 2 ~ APT. $200 ,..,. mo. 
"'dudes utll. 910 W. S_. "'" 
457-619J. 1_ ....... orca""". 
4-5 ................. 2500lI0121 
fOUl BLOCKS TO campw. 3 bdrm. 
~~.:;:.;~~ house. No ,..ts . 
... " ................ 241l1110137 
3 ~ "I'AlrMfNT. fXUUSII/E 
_. Id.d f.". ptofesllonal .". 
="r~r~~"" lllIOoH III 
... 29 ................ 2_,4.5 
~~=' ,::.~,~!:"~3 
m'les _I 01 Corbondo .. In "",., 
"'Ig~. ,..ts oInoy. ca" 937· 
397'. If no a_call OIJO"'. 
,.31 ................ 2421110124 
QUALITY WITH AFI'OIIOAiu "' ... :....:I~~.;",=· :.~~~ 
457-6956. 
3·31" . . . . • . . . . .• .. 2121110/24 
DISCOUNT HOUSING. I ond 2 bdrm 
fumllheel opts. 2 ml _, 01 Cdole 
'amada Inn. <all 684-f145. 
4-29-&'1······· .....•. 23.93110145 
Now Renting 
for 
Summer and Fall '88 
Apartments~ Houses 
Mobile Homes 
Maliba Village 529-4301 
NEW TOWNHOOSE 
APARTMENTS 
eOneblock 
309 W. College from campus 
509 S. Rawlings eWasher/ Dryer 
eMicrowave 
519 S. Rawlings e2 full bathroom 
eDishwasher 
Fer mer.lnf.rmatl.n call 5 Z9·1 OIZ 
LEWIS PARK 
APARTMENTS 
I, 2, 3. a 4 Bedroom Apartmeau 
FurDl.hed or Unfundshed 
Flexible Lea.e Term •••• 
A.k aboat oar .ammer storageU 
........... Pool 
• Tenat. eo...,. 
• Nautilus Room 
• BUltard Tule 
• Big Screen TV 
• 2 .. hr. Laundromat 
800E.Grand 
457-044-6 
@ 
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8yJed Prest 
COALE. FU.NISHED "I'rs. (I block 
=~J.,:::,:.o~r:=~ 
$leG. ""05 bdrm house at 609 S. 
~.':iJ.'40""''''''- ,..,. mo. "'" 
5-2 ................. 2;.25110146 
StlIUASE 1 ~FUlN. 00. </owID 
campus. "" .. , _. bill bad< yatd. 
&/ruNlcel $240 mo. 687·1931. 
...,'" .............. 249311a136 
I'" 
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2.3 ....... 4 
bdrm f"",,.heeI ......... 2 ml _, oj 
Cda ... amada Inn. <a1l684-f 145. 
CARTERVIllE. 7 MI FIIOM SlU. 3 
bdrm. large' yatd, $2110 mo. $300 
-,lyd"",".9I5-2fUII. 
RMNISHf() 3 ~ HOUSE. Cor. 
,..tlnll. qule' _. a" gas. 'Iu'" 
-. Slarls Summer. $405. "'" 529-12/1. 54!J.3930. 
SUMMY "ND-OII Foil. Close to 
co...,..... biro nice 2. 3. ond 4 
bdrml. Fum" , ..... Ia ..... no pets. 
549-4801. 
3.31 ................ 2094Ib124 
ENJOY " COUHTIIY .. 11'/111 _ 
Cdole. Large 2 bdrm duple •• air • 
_'. _ ..... ,..ts ..... 451-6956 .". 
549-6603. 
4+&1 ... 2122tOb126 
2 ~ HOUSE TEN m'n. from 
:.~:,,=C:45~.$5110 
3.29-tII •............• 24111b122 
NICE IIEDIIOOM HOUSE. _ ond a 
halfmr. lromco"""",. $240 mo. 549-
1922rrftwS:30. . 
... 5 ................. 2506Ib127 
4 ~. 2 MTH. IIG -, 
......... '-1. nice. 304 f Col,-. 
..... "0"'"''' ... 1.$5110.1·9&5·2567. 
4-5-41 ............... 250Nb121 
FUIIH TWO ~ house. Wall· .... 
':.'\Nrc'.;,r.;~h;.~'::~· May 
... , ................. 252411>125 
RENTING for 
SUMNtER OR FALL 
Extra Nice 
Hou ... & Apt. 
Crose to Campus 
549-480. 
(2-10) or leave message 
"Duplex" Mobilehome Apts. 
Two mile. eosl of U-Ntol/; 209 yard, west of "Ike Hondo". 
Caun/ry oelting; Clean; Furni,"ed; Cable TV oyoiloble. 
Summer Semester 
$/00 oecurily depooit; Ren/$135permonl"; goo. wa/er. 
trash pick.up is Iree during the summer. no pers 
Fall Semester 
5100 depooi/; Ren. 5135 per monl"; neo'. <oo/""g. water. 1m," only SoCS per mon/"; 9 mant" can/roci; no pelo. 
Ottesen Rental & -<eal Estate Services 
549·6612 daysl 549-3002 evenings 
Now Renting For Fall And S_Inlner 
Office at 703 S. III. Ave., Carbondale I Call: 529-1082 
ONI..-ooM 
504S.Ash ".5 
502 S. Beveridge 2 
511 5. Beveridge 1. 3 
51"5. Beveridge .. 
602 N. Carico 
404W.CoIIege 1 
403W. Elm 1.2." 
40212E.H ..... 
.. ,012E.H .. ter 
210HOIpitai I. 2 
50712W.Mion(fronl) 
202 N. Poplar 2. 3 
406 5. Univ.,.ily I.. 2 
507W.Main 2 
33.cW.Waln .. t I. 2 
.. 1 .. W. Sycamore (_I) 
(_t) 
TWOUDIIOOM 
511 S. Beveridge 2 
5U S. a.v •• idge 
I. 2.3 
510 N. Carieo 
602 N. Carica 
SOON.AIIVn 
609N.Allen 
311 W.Cherry 2 
406 W. Cherry Ct. 
408W.CherryCt. 
4f1IW. Cherry Ct. 
404 W. College 3." 
5OOW. College 
.co5E.F ........... 
"IIE.Fr--.. 
507 12 5. Hayes 
«I2E.tte._ 
«I212E.H_ 
«J6 12 E. Hester 
40812E."'_ 
"10E."'_ 
20B Hospital 1 
210 Hospital 3 
61"S.Logan 
50712W. Main (back) 
207S.Maple 
906S. MeDaniel 
.cooW.Oak 3 (back) 
40212W. Walnut 
703 S. Illinois 202. 203 
301 N. Spranger 
I. 2, 3 ... 
404 5. University (North) 
404 12 S. Unh, ... ity 
310 E. College 
33.cW.Walnut· 3 
.c0212W. Walnut 3 
.. 1 .. W. 5ycamare (_I. 
_I) 
1HIIII aIIIlOQM 
"'S.Ash 
.. 10 S. Ash 
5045 Ash , 2 
SOON. Allyn 
609N.Allyn 
511 S. Beveridge 2 
51.. S. ae .. eridge 
1. 2. 3 
510N. Carico 
406 W. Cherry Ct. 
408W. CherryC/. 
4f1I W. Cherry Ct. 
402 W. College 
404 W. College 3 
500 W. College 2 
301 C ... tvlew Ln. 
303C ...... IewLn. 
305 C ... tview Ln. 
.. I1E.F..-mon 
303 S. Forrest 
5205.Gmham 
501W.Oak 
513S.Hayes 
.c02E."'_ 
406E."'_ 
... I2E.tte._ 
20B HaopItal' 2 
611 Kennlcoll 
610S.Lagon 
61 .. 5. Lagon 
906W.McDanIel 
4OOW. Oak 1(_t), 
2(_1) 
5J9 5. RowIinga 2. 3. 
... 
5, 6 
404 S. Univ.,.ily (north) 
334W.Walnut 3 
40212W. Walnut 
906W. Wainul 
309W.Coliege 1. 2, 3 
... 5 
.. 07 W. Calleg. 
1.2,3, .. , 5 
.. 09 W. ColI.g. 
2.3 .... 5 
501 W. College 1. 2. 3 
I 503W.College 1. 2.3 
310 E. College 
4f1IE.Freeman 
POUIi UDIIOOM 
504S.Ash 3 
606 W. Cherry 
503 N. Allyn 
5085. Beveridge 
51 .. S • ...,eridge 2 
510N. Corico 
300 E. College 
.c02W.College 
500 W. College 2 
I'J(f1 W. College 
301 Crestview Ln. 
303 Crestview Ln. 
305 C .... tview Ln. 
513S.Hay" 
402S. Hester 
<1065. Hester 
208 Hospital DR 2 
6105. logan 
61"S.Logan 
..,3W.Man ..... 
.cooW. Oak 1(_1), 
:l(_I) 
51 .. N. Oakland 
519S. Rawlings 6 
209W.Cheny 
311 W. Cherry 1 
404 S. Unlveraity (North, 
South) 
fIVI UDIIOOM 
3OOE. College 
305 Crestview Ln. 
"'3W.Monroe 
51 .. N. Oakla.>d 
SIX IEDIlOOM 
I .. OOW. Oak 
SEVEN BEDROOM 
.cooW.Oak 
rwo EXTItA LARGE bdrm.. Iwo lull I TrRED OF IIOOMMA TES? an. bdrm 
barn.. furnl.hed. carpel8d ... n. olr. dupl... opt.. luml.hed. cI.on. "" 
hrlecI for twa ""11/''' no ". ... 549· ". ... len' SI35 per mo. IleDI. _ ..... r.:~:.. 1v...1a.-"G I =~.::..S;'!,~ ~~-: 
i 6612d"", or 549·3002 oit ... 5 p.m. 
~ TWO BEDROOM MOSILE hom ... 2 ~~o"~~tE GI'?::~S~~ry6~~c;: i ':'Ion, SI30-$25O per month. 529· 
~!o~~~!o"on"MHP. S. Hwy. 51. ! 3-25.88 '" ........... 2228le12O 
3·29·" I_lel22 i VERY NICE 14.70 Iwo btlrm. pt,,,,,f. 
I 10,. Natural gO$. ond cable. 529 ........... 
i 3-25-48 • . . . . . . . 22298c 120 
FOSTEI RENTALS RENTING for i 
Summ ... ond foIl. lurnl,hed. cor· I 2 IIDRM fURNISHED. aOSE 10 
".ted and eIMn. UnderpInned and I compus. fNW eo~'. .xtra In-~~':':s~5~-~;;r'.· on'orlc ~~~Jon. very nle:.. 529-5158 or 457· 
4-30-88 . . . . . . . ... 22438<145 i 3·28-88 .. ...... 223611<1" 
,Daily Egyptianr 
Student Work Position Available 
-Must have ACT on File-
l!ectnnla '_nld_ 
-Electronics Maior Preferred 
-Prefer Individual with 
compute. knowledge 
-3-4 Hours Daily 
-Position begin. immediotely 
Applications Available Now at the 
Daily Egyptian Business Office. 
HM. 1259 Communications Bldg. 
Application Deadline: Fri •• March 25 
Daily Egyptian 
AppU_tl ......... , •• __ .pte .. '.r Dan,. 
..,....-- ............... __ .... 
laD ........... .&. .... .-..... _ .... D' 
t.': :uan~.i-.:-:== ... ::-!.: :;-r. 
-...,. .• a..,,-t-.....--.-.-.. 
A grammar and writing test for applicants 
will be given in Communications Room 1248 
(the news1ab) at these times and dates. 
1.4 p ••• "etlD ...... .,.. Marek &. 
I. 4p ••• Th......t • .,..lItarek &4 
Application forms will be available at the 
testa or may be obtained in the DE JIIIUlagiDg 
editor's office. Room 1247-8 (DE news room). 
AppU_tioD DeadllDe: Th __ .. M_. &4 
Yow do Dot haye to be .Jo ........ ~or. 
StJdent Work Positions 
for 
Summer and Fall Semesters 
e Advertising Sales Representatives 
Journalism majolS preferred, will 
consider other majors. Automobile 
helpful, will reimburse mileage. 
eClauified Advertisinx Sales Repl'eIentativetl 
Journabsm majors preferred, will 
consider other majors. Four !tour 
work block helpful. 
• Advertising Graphic Artist 
Afternoon work block necessary. Knowledge 
of deadlines. typography, color separation 
& screens helpful. STC commercial 
graphics majors preferred, will 
consider other related majors . 
• Advertisinx Dispatch Clerk 
Journalism majors preferred, will 
consider other majors. Afternoon 
work block, 12noon-4:00 pm. 
Must have reliable, Insured auto, will reimburse 
mileage. Good driving record a must. 
Deliver daily proofs to advertisers. 
• Advertising Office Aasistant(s) 
Journalism major preferred, win 
consider other majors. Four hour 
work block necessary. Answer 
phone, schedule advertising, and work 
with walk-in customers. 
Complete Job Desaiption Available upon Request 
Applications Now Available 
Rm. 1259, Commu'lications Bldg., Front Counter 
Application Deadline: Tbun., Mal'. 31. 4pm 
Daily Egyptian 
CAl!8ONDALE fOIl RENT or for .ole. 
2 bedroom. cleon. coli ~29·2m Of' 
684.2663. 
4-14-88 .............. 24698c1,u 
C'DALE OAK AND Poplor. mobJl. 
=~~~s ~:f~~=76f~~:~ 
~~-.:::~: ........... 2251le124 
2 BLOCKS fROM CAMPU~. nle.. 
qulef. I ond 2 _room mobil. 
nom.. /rom S200 mon,h. lurn,.hed. 
co~t.d. aIr condlllonN. coble h.· 
~:..,~=r:.~~:.::.,r=n: ~":.:.~ 
905 E, PDrk-Next to ",. Wash House 
Loundromo'. Showfng 1·5 dolly. 
Sol.·Sun. Dyoppol"Im.", 529·1324. 
4-12-88 .............. 22558<132 
12 x 65 2 801M. NEW CAl!PET. 
.. "Iro/olr. low uHf .. ,,1 .. pori<. V.., 
...... onoDle fenn •. 4574/63. 
~!: NEW '19B7'ENYG:3:~~~ 
mobl/.·_. Lg. btlnn.. 2 lull 
balh.. /fl. deck. carporf. qule, 
.iIoded lof. IJOI ond oppl.. <en,"" 
olr· 529·1324 .",_,_ MobIl. 
_·Showf"ll/to5.M·f. 
4·"·" .............. 24948<136 
CAl!8ONDALE. 2 AND 3 IEDROOM 
mobile h_ for S_. foil. ond 
Spr/"ll. CI_". cIoN 10 campuo. no 
".11.529.1422. 
3-30-88 .............. 2_,23 
NICE 12X4O. I BEDROOM HOME on 
Iwo 10 ... ptlvo", "40 mo. Call 687· 
~J::" .............. 2405lel22 
I. W/DfS AVAILAILE SlIMMER ond· 
at' foil. f ond R bdrm ..... 1101 0-<:. fuml.hed. Qulef porI< _. 10 
campuo. 549·5081 If no __ 
pI.oMIeove_. 
4-20-88 .............. 25228cI38 
MATURE. RfSPONSIILE IN· 
~'=f!~ ~.::.~;.= V~ 
Ioundtomot 549-7333. 
4- I.... .. .. ........ 2525lel25 
Now accepting applications 
for Summer & FaIl 
- Free Cable TV in every room 
-1 Block from Campus 
-Sophomore approved 
-Friendly, Courteous Service 
10... Forest Hall 820 W. Freeman .... 
" 457-5631 ,. 
Daily Egyptian 
Student Work Positions Available 
- Must have ACT on File -
• ........... CIaIIl 
........ Mator~ 
e4 Hours Dally 
.... 1tIon ........ AprIl. 
• 0lIl-. ......... 
..,...., Individual wlth-.utw 
...,.n.r-or tralnl", 
-Approximately 20 hours pet' week 
workblock _ry 
~'tIon .... ,,,. AprIllI 
Applications Available Now at the 
Dally Egyptian BUSiness Office, 
Hm. 1259. Communications Bldg. 
Application Deadline: f'rl •• March 25 
Work Outdoors 
. NORTHERN MINNESOTA BOYS CAMP 
. AND GIRLS CAMP 
Seeking counselors who can Instruct 
In one or two of the foRowing areas: 
Swimming (WSIand Adv. ute.). boardsaiIing 
waterskiing, sailing. photography, arts 
andaafts, pottery, campcraft, blacksmithing, 
. horseback (Western and English) 
archery,lndian lore, tennis, bicycle; 
also unit leaders, program directors. 
tour trip Ieaders,wIIdernesstrip leaders, 
cooks, kitchen workers, RNs 
and secretaries. 
Interviewer will be on campus 
TU~DAY, APRIL 5 
arrange interview wi*' 
Career Planning Placement Center 
Woody Hall, B204 ph 453-2391 
CAMP ~!:!y'~p'~RBIRD 
· . J/ZIt-J/JO 
• ~F-~~ • '.: 
SPECIAL EVENTS: is a high school football star 
from a small town and is 
(University Place 8, PG-13) 
Elizabeth McGovern and 
Kevin Bacon star in this 
comedy about an ~aged 
couple who are expecting a 
baby. 
_
_. DEfiL OF THE WEEK 
r-:J . . H , : ~, Kenwood 
.~~ ~STEREO ' KAC 7020 The King and I, at 8:p.m. pursued by persil.tent college 
March 28 in Shryock recruiters who shower him 
Auditorium. Tickets are $13, with bribes and gifts. 
$11.50 and $10.50. 
Only. -Car Stereo Amplifier 149 e37WattsperChannel', 
MUSIC: 
\<'red's Dance Bal"1l, R.R. 6, 
Cambria Road - Silver 
Mountain Band, at 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday. 
Gatsby's, Campus Shopping 
Center - Four on the Floor, at 
9:30 p.m. Thursday. Modern 
Day Saints, at 9:30 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday. Quarter 
Moon, at9:3Op.m. Sunday. 
Hangar 9, 511 S. Illinois Ave. 
- Jungle Dogs at 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday. Uncle John's Band, 
at 9:30 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday. 
Holiday Inn, 800 E. Main -
Cruisin', at 9 p.m. Saturday. 
Pinch Penny Pub, 100 E. 
Grand Ave. - Mercy, at 9:30 
p.m. Saturday. 
PK's, 308 S. lllinois Ave. -
Brian Crofts with Ryder, at 
9: 30 p.m. Friday. 
Prime Time Restaurant and 
Lounge, Route 13 East -
Signals, at 9 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday. 
Tres Hombres, 119 N. 
Washington - Tin Pan Alley, 
at9:3Op.m. Thursddy. 
MOVIES: 
Biloxi Blues - (Fox 
Eastgate, PG-13) Matthew 
Broderick stars as a young 
man going through boot camp 
in this sequel to "Brighton 
Beach Memoirs," an award 
winning autobiographical 
novel by Neil Simon. 
D.O.A. - (Varsity, R) 
Dennis Quaid stars in this 
remake of the 1940s movie of 
the same name about a man 
who is poisoned and has 24 
hours to find his murderer 
before ~'e dies. 
The Fox and the Hound -
(University Place 3, G> The 
WaIt Disney animal:t.~ classic 
returns to the theaters for a 
limited run. 
Frantic - (Saluki, R) 
Directed by Roman Polanski, 
this thriller stars Harrison 
Ford as a man in a frantic 
search for his missing wife. 
Ironweed - (Saluki, R) 
Nominated for Academy 
Awards for their per-
formances, Jack NicholsOl" 
and Meryl Streep star in this 
drama set during the Great 
Depression. 
Johnny Be Good - (Varsity, 
PG-13) Anthony Michael Hall 
Puzzle answers 
1110 R /I .A N T S S A III T A 
A R A II .111 o S E T R lED 
P A III T .E DAM R I o E A 
A T IIC R I A I M 
RES HIS 
A D II I S S E A III BAG 
M A C E S E A R III o R L E 
A III T E P E III U L T I MAT 
T A R. R I 
S E III L 0 D E C E III T R E 
8 I D G D A 
A III T I F E 0 R A LIS T S 
/I 0 I S E A V A S R I o T 
T £ III 0 R W P. III T A II T E 
A L A N S S S T :.; II 0 o III 
The Last Emperor -
(University Place 8, PG-13} 
Nominated for nine Academy 
Awards, this movie tells the 
true story of China's last 
emperor Pu Vi, who was 
placed on the throne when he 
was three years old. 
Masquerade - (University 
Place 8, R) Rob Lowe and Meg 
Tilly star as a hustIer and an 
heiress who become involved 
in murder and attempt to 
cover it up. 
A New Life - (Fox 
Eastgate, PG-13) Alan AIda 
and Anne Margaret star in this 
romantic comedy as a couple 
who separate and begin a new 
life of independence. 
Ofr L!mHs - <University 
Place 8, R) Willem Dafoe, 
("Platoon"), and Gregory 
Hines star as military 
detectives investigating a 
series of murders in Vietnam. 
Policy Academy 5 - (Fox 
Eastgate, PG) This is the fifth 
sequel in the successful 
"Police Academy" series 
which finds the cadets 
assigned for duty in Miami. 
Sbe's Having a Baby -
Shoot &0 Kill - (University 
Place 8, R) Sidney Poitier 
delivers a brilliant per-
formance as a detective in 
search of a killer who is trying 
to escape into Lhe mountains. 
Vice Versa, - <University 
Place 8, PG> Judge Reinhold 
switches bodies with Ins 11 
year old son, played by Fred 
Savage of the TV show "The 
Wonder Years." This overused 
f~~t s~~~~c m~~rit~OU~ 
Reinhold. 
THEATER: 
Swingtime!, at 8 p.m. 
Thursday and Fr;day at 
McLf.od Theater in the 
Communications Building. 
Admission is free. 
R"yko, at 8 p.m. March 29, 30 
and 31 at the Calipre Stage, on 
the second floor of the Com· 
municatons Building. Tickets 
are$3.50. 
An EveniDg of Original One-
Acts, at 7:30 p.m. March 30 to 
April 2 and 2 p.m. April 3, at 
Laboratory Theater in the 
Communications Building. 
Tickets are $3. 
pears Vet Clini 
.... ---announce ... --..... 
Richard JeHerson, D.V.M. 
has ioined our staff 
& 
Charles Spears, D.V.M. 
has returned to work 
AppOintments Available 
9 to 5 Mon. thru Fri. 
& Sot. 8 to 12 
457-4913 Rt. 51 South 
Eastgate Shopping Center-Carbondale 
-:.::m.~HOLIDAY INN 
:"~~~l}Jjg~~J:~~L RESERVATIONS 
THE "INN" PLAC£ TO BE .•• 
RESERVATION 
AGENTS 
.O.TH •• U ..... 
Join the leader in the hospitality industry! This is the 
perfect summer job opportunity for ltudentl to work 
flexible hours, beglnnir.J in Mot! or Jun •. 
If you have at leost 1 yeor work or college .xperl.nce 
and typing 01 25 wpm, coli or apply in person, Monday 
thru Friday, tom...".. at: 
312-932·510601' 312-932.5115 
17W642IutterfleWIIOad 
Oakltrook 'errece. 1111_1. 
AHlnlMltl_ Action .... ployer MI' IV IH 
Listen With Us 
The Passlonlst Community 
• To God's Care 
• To God's Word 
• To God's call in you,:, life 
Join UI for Holy W_k gathering 
reflecting on the Ealfer experience. 
Beginning Holy Thursday evening. and 
ending Ealter Sunday morning. 
Catholic men, 17-30 years of age, 
conSidering ministry or 
religious life in 
tha Church today are 
invited to join us for all or 
part of gathering. 
Pi .... call Fr. Joe.t the 
Newman Center for 
reserv.tlons.529a 3311 
Guaranteed Student Loan Information 
If you want to be considered for a Guaranteed Student Loan for the 
1987-88 academic year, but have not received notice of eligibility 
you should contact your Financial Aid Team 
Before April 8, 1988 
If you want to be considered for a Guaranteed Student Loan to 
include Summer Semester 1988, you should submit an slue Summer 1988 
Financial Aid Application 
Before July 1,1988 
A Summer 1988 Financial Aid Application is available from Student Work 
and Financial Assistance (Woody Hall-B-Wing-Third Floor) 
A 1987-88 ACTjFFS MUST be on file prior to the above deadline dates. 
For non~lllinois loans, ~he applicable GSL application must be submitted prior 
to the above deadline dates. Contact your lending institution to 
determine the required loan application. 
Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. 
Golden State coach resigns; 
executive VP offered .job 
years. OAKLAND, calif. (UPIl - Golden State 
Coach George Karl, whose team fell to 32 game.~ 
below .500 this season after advancing to the 
second round of the playoffs last year, resigned 
Wednesday. 
The Warriors defeated Utah in the first round, 
but lost to the eventual NBA champion Los 
Angeles Lakers in the Western Conference 
semifinals. 
Team President Dan Finanne said assistant 
coach Ed Gregory would take over as interim 
coach the remainder of the 1981418 season for 
the 16-48 Warriors. He added that former 
Milwaukee Bucks Coach Don Nelson, currently 
Golden State's executive vice president, would 
be offered the permanent job starting next 
season. 
Karl opened the 1987-88 season with great 
optimism, but that quickly dissipated under an 
avalanche of trades and injuries. Before the 
season started, leading scorer and team captain 
Purvis Short was traded to the Houston 
Rockets. 
"The pressures of losing, coml>ined with 
personal frustrations, led to my dE'cision," said 
Karl in a written statement 
When losses continued to mount early in the 
season, Nelson decided on drastic action. First, 
starting guard Chris Mullin was convinced to 
undergo treatment for alcohol abuse and 
missed a month of the season. 
Karl, who was in his second season as the 
Warriors coach, captured the fancy of Bay Area 
basketball fans last year when he directed 
Golden State to its first playoff berth in 10 
One night later, center Joe Barry Carroll and 
point guard Sleepy Floyd were traded to 
Houston for cputer Ralph Sampson and guard 
Steve Ham •. 
Purdue coach relaxed 
about NCAA game 
PONTIAC, Mich. (UP!) -
Purdue's Gene Keady 
demonstrates none of the 
nervous tension that seems to 
envelop college basketball 
coaches in the NCAA Tour-
nament. 
The Pur< ·le head coach 
couldn't be more relaxed as his 
club prepares for its Friday 
night NCAA Midwest regional 
against Kansas State. 
"I'm just being myself," 
Keady said "Basically, if I'm 
not as uptight - and my wife 
would probably disagree with 
you about that - it's because 
of my players. It's just a joy 
being around them. 
"This is probably the most 
aware team I've ever had. I've 
said many times they know 
more about what's going on in 
the outside world than any 
other team I've ever had. Tbey 
might even know more than 
(ESPN announcer) Dick 
Vitale about it .. 
Purdue, top seed in the 
Midwest, is a veteran team led 
by seniors - guards Troy 
Lewis and Everette Stephens 
plus forward Todd Mitchell. 
Junior center Melvin Mc-
cants has improved as the 
season progressed, junior 
forward Kip Jones is a well-
rOhnded player and the 
Boilermakers' bench has 
performed superbly. 
Purdue outclassed the Big 
Ten field and now has ad-
vanced to the NCAA Regionals 
for the first time under Keady, 
in his eighth year. 
The Big Ten by and large 
hasn't fared well in the NCAA 
tournament during the decade, 
except for Indiana's titles. 
Michigan has come under 
"I'm just being myself. 
Basically, if i'm not as 
uptight - and my 
wife would probably 
disagree with you 
about that - irs 
because of fTj y 
players. It's just a joy 
being around them. " 
-Gene Keady 
much criticism over the years 
because it hasn't been able to 
win a subregional. Keady 
deals with the "choking" label 
deftly. 
"Usually in golf, when I 
play, it's not choking," Keady 
said. "I'm not worth a dang. I 
don't think we choked - we got 
beat by better teams. 
"We've had great success 
here as far as playing regular 
season teams. I don't know 
that we're over the hump -
we're still climbing the 
mountain. 
"If we get beat by one point 
by Kansas State on Friday 
night, you can call it choking. 
But I'd say we got beat by a 
better team. " 
Keady thinks the ex-
periences his team has been 
through has toughened it. 
Purdue would have been sole 
Big Ten champions two years 
in a row except Michigan 
ripped it badly in the final 
game of the 1986-87 regular 
season. 
Soldier Field's turf to be 
replaced with real grass 
CHICAGO (UP!) - Chicago 
Bears fans will be able to buy a 
piece of history - the artificial 
turf that is being taken out of 
Soldier Field and replaced 
with real grass. 
Chicago Park District of-
ficials, who decided to convert 
the field to natural turf on 
Tuesday, say they hope to 
raise at least $200,000 by 
selling chunks of the artificial 
covering to fans. 
The board awarded a 
$101,000 contract to Fed and 
Son of Chicago to remove the 
turf, with a $5,000 bonus if the 
turf is not damaged. 
They will begin taking up the 
turf next week, with the in-
stallation of the natural turf 
Slated to begin on April 15. The 
installation of the real thing is 
expected to cost $547,000, but 
~:~f sathe th:~tca!~ef~~ 
souvenir sales. 
Turf Surfaces Co., of 
Michigan has been awarded 
the contract for the new field. 
Tbe new field will be equipped 
with a special drainage system 
to keep leve.is of moisture on 
the field constant, officials 
said. They decided against 
heating the outdoor field, 
which would have raised thc 
price by about $1 million. 
Park district officials were 
scheduled to meet with an 
official of Sports Graphics next 
week to discuss a marketing 
plan for the old turf. Some 
ideas discussed Tuesday in-
cluded manufacturing 
coasters and wall plaques. 
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one save and a 0.00 ERA in 3.1 
innings thus far. Last season, 
the entire Saluki bullpen had 
only three saves. 
By the end of the weekend, 
Jones hopes to have 
established lineups against 
lefties and righties. 
Likely starters against left· 
handers are Joe Hall behind 
the plate, Chuck Locke at third 
base, Cliff McIntosh at first 
base, Rick Damico in left field, 
Chuck Verschoore in right 
field and Brad Hollencamp in 
the designated hitter's spot. 
TRACK, 
from Page 20 -
Inlracor was prepared to us::! 
flood lights to spray the 
urethane Wednesday night if 
the wind died down. 
When Intracor sprayed the 
urethane about two weeks ago, 
the wind blew the substance 
over the fence and the spray 
damaged about 20 cars, Hunt 
said. It cost the company 
$1,800 to have the cars 
returned to their original state, 
he said. 
"It cost a lot of money," 
Hunt said. "We had to have 
( the urethane) buffed out. " 
Rain also has the potential to 
hold up the urethane and 
striping process. The striping 
process will take a day and a 
half to complete. 
If the worst happens and the 
track is not finished, DeNoon 
said the visiting teams are 
ready to compete at either site. 
"The teams that are coming 
down all secured lodging in 
Carbondale and Cape 
Girardeau," he said. 
DeNoon said waiting for the 
track to be completed has had 
an effect on his athletes. 
"If it's affecting me in such a 
negative way I have to feel my 
athletes are affected by me," 
he said. 
Cornell doesn't think his 
runners are worried about the 
delays. 
"I don't think it really 
bothers them at all," he said. 
"All thev have to do is show up 
and rwi. The hardest part is 
getting everything organized." 
Early in the week, the 
coaches were optimistic that 
the track would be finished in 
time. 
"Two days ago I called all 
the coaches and told them we 
were having the meet here," 
Cornell said. 
Against right·handers. Hall 
moves to third, Locke goes to 
first and Matt Giegling cat· 
ches. 
Expect to see outfielrlers 
Jeff Nelson, Shaun Lewis and 
Dale Meyer in the lineup at 
times during the series until 
Jones settles on a lineup. 
Despite the team's success 
in Florida, Jones, who has a 
career mark of 652·305, 
realizes there is a lot of room 
for improvement. 
"Coaches always want a lot 
of things," he said. "We're 
probably the greediest people 
m the world. We want each kid 
to improve and playas close to 
his potential as he can. We 
have to keep getting better. 
"If we don't get any better 
than we are right now, we're 
going to have a very mediocre 
year. If we continue to im· 
prove and pia up where we 
left off a few days ago in 
Miami, we can be a strong 
ballclub by the end of the 
season." 
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SEARCH REOPENED COORDINATOR OF VOERANS AFFAIRS 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale invites applications for the position 
of Coordinator of Veterans Affairs. 
The Coordinator of Veterans Affairs is responsible for the coordination of 
veterans outreach and recruitment; college and community services to 
veterans; veterans enrollm.,mt certification; and Illinois Veterans Grant (IVG) 
certification. Supervises one full·time employee and eleven student workers. 
Currently over 750 veterans and their dependents are receiving ~nefits. 
Bachelor's degree required. Work experience with veterans' benefits and 
veterans status are preferred. 
Salary and benefits are competitive. This Is a term position. 
The application deadline is April 1. 1988 or until the position is filled by a 
qualified candidate. 
Application and resume should be sent to: Joseph M. Camille, Chair. 
Veterans Affairs Search Committee. Student Work and Financial Assistance 
Office, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, IL 62901. 
Southern Illinois University is an Affirm.:ltive Action Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
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E\'ansville to defend title 
Friday at Saluki Invitational 
By Troy Taylor 
Staff Writer 
Once softball coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer makes final 
her list of umpire assignments 
today, everything will be 
ready for Friday's first round 
of the Sai uki Invitational. 
The nine-team field is 
balanced, Brechtelsbauer 
said. 
.. About the only thing you 
'can say for sure about our 
tournament is that the 
une~ted always seems to 
happen," she said. "Everyone 
in the tournament is capable )f 
winning it." 
All games will be played at 
lAW Fields, on Grand Avenue 
across from the Recreation 
Center. The tournament opens 
at 9 a.m. with defending 
champ Evansville (6-5) taking 
on Northern Illinois (10-2) on 
the north field and Bradley (6-
5) facing De Paul (l-ll on the 
south field. 
sm-c, 8-4 overall and 
coming off a fourth-place 
finish at the Seminole in-
vitational at Florida State last 
week, plays its first home 
game against Northern Illinois 
at noon. 
The tournament concludes 
Saturday. The championship 
gamewillbeat3p.m. 
If there is a favorite to win, 
Northern Illinois would be it 
The Huskies 1~'St 2-1 to No.7 
Florida State in the final of the 
Seminole Invitational on 
Sunday. 
All-American Jill Justin is 
Northern Illinois' offensive 
threat. She led the nation with 
a .503 average last season. 
"She can hit the ball with 
anybody," Brechtelsbauer_ 
said. "She hits for power and 
average." 
Western Illinois, rankCld No. 
13 in the preseason, returned 
from a spring trip in California 
with a 6-6 record. The 
Westerwinds are defending 
Gateway champs, and return 
MVP Lisa DaRocha at cat-
cher. Senior pitcher Brenda 
Heyl is 3-3, but has a 0.53 
earned run average. 
The Salukis play Ball State 
at 1:30 p.m. Friday. The 
Cardinals (5-7) are led by 
senior outfielder Denise 
Davies and junior outfielder 
Patty Haupt. Davis is hitting 
. 371 and Haupt .364. 
"They have a different 
style, ., Brechtelsbauer said. 
"Ball State will try to press us. 
They run a lot, good balance of 
speed and hitting." 
SIU-C plays twice Saturday. 
The Salukis meet De Paul at 
10:30 a.m. and Western 
Saluki Invitational 
FRIDAY'S GAMES 
North Field 
Evansville vs. Northern Illinois 
Indiana State vs. Westem Michigan 
SIU·C VS. Northem Illinois 
9a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
roon 
1:30p.m. 
3p.rn. 
SIU·C VS. BaH State 
Western Michlg.~11 vs. Western Illinois 
SouthField 
Bradley vs. De Paul 
Western IUlnois vs. Ball State 
Oe Paul va. EvansviRe 
Bradley va. Western Michigan 
Bradley vs. Indiana State 
SATURDAY'S GAMES 
NorthField 
Oe Paul va. Indiana State 
Oe Paul va. SIU-C 
Evansvile va. Bradley 
SIU-C vs. Western Michigan 
SouthField 
Ball State va. Evansville 
9a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
noon 
1:30p.rn. 
3p.m. 
9 a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
noon 
1:30p.m. 
Ball State vs. Northern IRinois 
Indiana State va. Western IUinois 
Northern IIHnois va. Western IBlnois 
9a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
noon 
1:30p.rn. 
Championsilip game at 3 p.m. at North Field. 
M~~~!~a~l~~ tEemNorth Star 
Conference tournament last 
year. All-conference pitcher 
Anne Cooley is back after 
~~~~a:al~ and a 
Western Michigan is 4-8. 
Sophomore Mary Beth Hebert 
is hitting .405 and junior center 
fielder Bonnie Siemsen is 
hitting at .390. 
Other notes: 
-The grounds crew will have 
its work cut out for the tour-
nament even with the diamond 
covered by a tarpaulin. The 
forecast for today is showers 
or thunderstorms with winds 
from the south at 15-30 mph. 
Showers are expected to end 
Friday. Winds will shift from 
the south to either the west or 
northwest. The high will be in 
the upper 60s. 
It IS expected to be cloudy 
and cooler Saturday with a 
high in the 50s. 
-SIU-C second baseman 
Shelly Gibbs, a sophomore, 
has a .300 batting average. She 
has five doubles, two triples 
and one. home run for a .600 
sl~i~~'1e:~:. an aJJ-
tournament selection at the 
Seminole Invitational, has 
eight runs batted in and three 
game-winning hits. 
- Freshman Mary Jo Firn-
bach is batting .289 with a 
double and a triple. Sophomore 
utility player Jan Agnich is 
hitting at a .464 clip. She has a 
double, triple and game-
winning hit. 
-The Salukis have a .236 
team batting average and a 
2.45 team ERA . 
- With nine freshmen on the 
roster, sru-c has the youngest 
lineup in the tournament. 
Evansville and Western 
Michigan each have seven 
freshmen. De Paul and Bail 
State have only three fresh-
men on their rosters. 
YOU CAN BE AN SPC CHAIRPERSON. 
Join the exciting, fast-paced world 
of programming for the SIU Community. 
Get the experience employers look for. 
SPC is now accepting applications 
for its 1988-1989 positions. 
Deadline for applications is 
Wednesday, April 6th, 1988 at 4:30pm. 
For further information, call or stop 
~ 
by the SPC office, 3rd floor Student Center, 
536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-Fri. 8am·4:30pm 
.Executive Chair 
-Center Programming 
• Consorts 
• Tra vel & Recreation 
.Expressive Arts 
"Film 
-Video 
-Fine Arts 
-Special Events 
·Promotlons 
-Financial Chair 
·Spirit 
8 
DAY. LIFT 
Mail your 
1988-89 ACT/Family Financial 
Statement 
Before 
April 1, 1988 
For priority consideration 
~. of 
slue Campus-
Based Aid. 
Paid for by the Office of 
Student Work & Financial Assistance 
Thursvs. Sf. Mary's lpm 
Fri vs. Sf Mary's 1 pm 
Sat vs. St. Francis 1 pm 
Sun vs. Sf Francis 1 pm 
ABE MARTIN FIELD 
$3.00 Gen. Adm. SIU Students FREE with ID 
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Sports 
Time running out on track workers 
By Stephanie Wood 
Staff Writer 
A meet without a track. 
That is the problem the 
men's and women's track 
teams are facing as their first 
home track meets of the 
season are only two .oays 
away. 
The men are scheduled to 
compP.te against Ball State, 
Illinois State and Southeast 
Missouri State. The women 
will be host to Purdue, Illinois, 
Indiana State, Western Illinois 
From the 
Press Box 
Stephanie 
Wood 
Who was 
tracking the 
weather ... 
I'm tired of excuses 
about the completion of 
the new track at 
McAndrew Stadium. 
Men's and women's 
track coaches Bill Cor-
nell and Don DeNoon 
share my feelings. 
The track was 
scheduled to be finished 
"Aug. 10 or 15," DeNoon 
said. 
The actual work didn't 
even start until after the 
deadline. 
The primary excuse in 
the whole project has 
been the weather. You 
can't tell me that there 
has not been at least four 
workable days since Feb. 
29. 
That was the date 
Intracor, the company 
from Portland, Oregon 
contracted to lay the 
track, arrived in Car-
bondale to finish the job. 
It is now March 24 and 
the track is still two days 
away from being com-
plete!l. It is also two days 
until the track teams are 
scheduled to have in-
vitationals at McAndrew. 
While excuses are 
piling up, athletes, 
coaches • and ad-
ministrators are getting 
impatient. 
But then I hear the 
continued excuse for the 
whole project. We need a 
new track to get good 
runners to come to school 
here. 
Good runners are good 
runners no matter what 
surface they are running 
on. 
But since the track has 
promised to be superb, I 
am expecting to see that 
reflected in our athletes' 
performances. 
First home meet could move to SEMO finish it." Intracor, out of Portland, 
Oregon, is the company 
contracted to finish the track. 
Workers came to Carbondale 
Feb. 29 to finish the work, but 
the weather has not 
cooperated. 
and Southeast Missouri State. 
If the track is not completed, 
the meet will be moved to 
Southeast Missouri State's 
facilities in Cape Girardeau, 
Mo. 
"We haven't officially an-
nounced it but it looks pretty 
impossible now,tt Charlotte 
West, interim athletics 
director, said Wednesday 
night. "We ought to (decide) 
as soon as it's I1gbt and we can 
see the weather." 
The forecaster for today is 
showers or thunderstorms 
with winds from the south at 
15-30 mph. 
The track needs to have 
another coat of moisture-cured 
urethane and have the lines 
painted. 
If the urethane has not been 
sprayed by noon, the track 
won't be ready by Saturday, 
women's track coach Don 
Junior Dana Cherebetlu returns a serve during Wednesday 
afternoon's victory over Carleton College at the University 
Tennis Courts. 
DeNoon said. 
Urethane is used as a sealant 
to protect the track. The 
process will take three to four 
hours. 
"If the track isn't sealed 
(today>, we are going to have 
to move the meet to Cape 
Girardeau," DeNoon said. 
Men's coach Bill Cornell 
said, "Obviously we'd like to 
have the meet here. I've got 
my fingers crossed that they'll 
"We're at the mercy of the 
weather," Dan Hunt, In-
tracor's supervisor of the 
project, said Wednesday night. 
"We're just waiting for wind to 
stop." 
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Women's tennis, 
high winds whip 
Carleton College 
By JeH Grieser 
SlaffWrlter 
The weather was far from 
ideal for tennis Wednesday 
afternoon, but the women's 
team managed to overcome 
the conditions and whip 
Carleton College, ~ at the 
University Tennis Courts. 
Tbe dual match, scheduled 
for 3 p.m., didn't begin until 
after 4 p.m., as the Carleton 
team lost its way. The match 
was played in overcast skies 
and cold, gusting winds. 
"The wmd makes it really 
hard to play good tennis, .. 
Coach Judy Auld said. "You 
have to just try and use it to 
your advantage. We're lucky 
that we got this one in." 
Carleton was simply not 
strong enough for the Salukis. 
SIU-C swept the singles 
matches, all but one in straight 
sets. 
The players were moved up 
a notch because No. 2 Beth 
Boardman was out with a sore 
foot. Auld said the injury oc-
curred from overuse on the 
spring trip and that Boardman 
would be ready for this 
weekend. 
Maria Coch finished her No. 
6 match in less than 45 
minutes. She won easily, 1Hl, 6-
O. Ellen Moellerir.g downed 
Sara Campbell, 6-1, in the first 
set, then struggled a bit in the 
second set but still won, 7-5. 
No. 2 Dana Cherebetiu had 
more problems with the wind 
than Carleton's Leslie Gale, 
who she beat 6-3, 6-1. 
"The wind was just 
terrible," Cherebetiu said. 
"You can't evaluate your 
game when it is so windy. I 
think she (Gale) was good, but 
she was not consistent." 
Missy Jeffrey and Carleton's 
Julie Bateman played the 
longest match of the afternoon, 
with Jeffrey finally pulling it 
out in three sets. Sue Steuby 
and Julie Burgess cruised to 
easy victories at the Nos. 4 and 
5 positions. 
"I thought we played well 
despite the conditions," Auld 
said. "1 think it was good for us 
to playa match in the middle 
of the week. " 
The Salukis shook up the 
doubles lineup to get every one 
in, Auld said. 
Cherebetiu and Jeffrey 
~~~~t':':dS!~~~f!~ ~~~~ 
Sue Steuby and Julie Burgess 
won their seventh in a row at 
NO.2, 6-3, 6-0. Michele Toye, a 
freshman, and Sherri Knight, 
a senior, were inserted in the 
No.3 spot and won easily, 6-2, 
6-2. 
Auld said that an easier 
match may have been good for 
her team right now. SIU-C 
plays Principia College, 
Northern Illinois, and Eastern 
Kentucky this weekend at the 
University Courts. 
Itchy excited about home opener 
ByD.veMllier 
StatfWriter 
It's opening day at Abe 
Martin Field .. 
After a H start in Florida, 
the Saluiti baseball team 
begins a four-day, eight-game 
homestand with a 
doubleheader against St. 
Mary's at 1 p.m today. 
"It's always exciting to 
come back and play in front of 
your home crowd," Coach 
Itchy Jones said. "Hopefully 
we'll have a good crowd 
because our players have 
worked hard ... 
This year's edition of the 
Salukis is characterized by 
good speed and good defense. 
The Salukis stule 24 bases in 29 
attempts on their Sprirlg trip. 
The team is especially strong 
. Students still get in free· 
For the first . season, 
admission will be charged 
to watch Saluki baseball; 
however, SIU-C students 
can still see the game for 
free with a valid iden-
tification card. 
Individual tickets are $3 
far adults and $1 for ~ 
up the middle with Rick Gaebe 
at second base, Dave Wrona at 
shortstop and Doug Sh':e1ds iI1 
center field. 
Although the Salukis do not 
have a glaring weakness, 
Jones is concerned about the 
depth of the pitching staff. 
school studenta a HI under. 
"There's noth.ng wrong 
with it," Coach Itchy Jones 
said. "We're good en-
tertainers. Our !rli:ls will put 
onagood show. I don't think 
the majority of the fans are 
going to complain about the 
price." 
"~;:;u always have to be 
worried about your pitching," 
Jones said. "(The homestand) 
will give us an opportunity to 
use all of our pitchers and find 
out what pitchers are going to 
help us during the season. 
"We will be more patient 
with guys like Dale Kisten and 
the established pitchers. The 
younger pitchers we probably 
won't be as patient with 
because so many of them 
alike. We could probably just 
put one in and take one out if 
they have problems rather 
than letting one of them sit out 
there and struggle." 
Either Kisten, Tim 
Hollmann or Chris Bend will 
be the starting pitcher for 
game one with Rick Shipley 
starting the second game. 
Kisten is 2-1 ~bile the others 
have seen limited action and 
have not been involved in a 
decision. 
Larry Beattie, the Salukis' 
ace reliever who sat out last 
season with a sore arm, has 
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